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Abstract
We show that refined Chern-Simons theory and large N duality can be used to
study the refined topological string with and without branes. We derive the refined
topological vertex of [1] and [2] from a link invariant of the refined SU(N) Chern-Simons
theory on S3, at infinite N . Quiver-like Chern-Simons theories, arising from Calabi-
Yau manifolds with branes wrapped on several minimal S3’s, give a dual description
of a large class of toric Calabi-Yau. We use this to derive the refined topological string
amplitudes on a toric Calabi-Yau containing a shrinking P2 surface. The result is
suggestive of the refined topological vertex formalism for arbitrary toric Calabi-Yau
manifolds in terms of a pair of vertices and a choice of a Morse flow on the toric graph,
determining the vertex decomposition. The dependence on the flow is reminiscent of
the approach to the refined topological string in [3]. As a byproduct, we show that
large N duality of the refined topological string explains the “mirror symmetry“ of the
refined colored HOMFLY invariants of knots.
1 Introduction
The topological string variant of the gauge/gravity duality [4] relates SU(N) Chern-
Simons theory on S3 to the topological string on the conifold with P1 of sizeNgs. Chern-
Simons gauge theory is the string field theory of topological D-branes on S3 [5]. The
large N duality in this case has an interpretation as a geometric transition that shrinks
the S3 and grows the P1. This was generalized in [6, 7] to quiver-like Chern-Simons
theories, dual to a larger class of Calabi-Yau manifolds. The equivalence can be used to
obtain the exact, all genus closed string amplitudes on the dual Calabi-Yau. Eventually,
Chern-Simons theory and large N duality lead to topological vertex formalism [8] and
a complete solution of topological string on toric Calabi-Yau manifolds.
As shown in [9–11], topological A-model string can be interpreted as computing the
index of M-theory on the Calabi-Yau, in the self-dual Ω-background [12, 13]. The M-
theory partition function in the arbitrary Ω-background defines the partition function
of the refined topological string [14, 15]. D-branes of the topological string map to M5
branes wrapping Lagrangian submanifolds of the Calabi-Yau. The partition function
of M5 branes in the general Ω-background defines the partition function of the refined
Chern-Simons theory [16]. The refined SU(N) Chern-Simons theory was formulated
and solved in [16, 17], and for arbitrary ADE gauge groups in [18]. Large N dual
of the refined SU(N) Chern-Simons partition function on S3 was shown in [16] to
be the refined topological string partition function on the conifold. Moreover, the
link invariants of the refined Chern-Simons theory are expected to compute refined
topological string amplitudes on the conifold, together with non-compact branes.1 This
opens up a path to generalize the approach to topological string of [6, 8] to the refined
case.
We first show how to derive the refined topological vertex of [1, 2] from the refined
Chern-Simons theory at infinite N2. The topological vertex is the topological string
partition function on C3 with three stacks of Lagrangian D-branes. At infinite N ,
the dual of geometry becomes, instead of the conifold, simply C3. The configuration of
branes needed on C3 corresponds to a simple three-component link in S3. We will show
that, following the same steps as in [8], just in the refined context, we can derive the
refined topological vertex of [1] and [2]. The key ingredient, which we derive, are the
1Mathematically, the link invariants of Chern-Simons theory at large N are conjectured in [16] to
be related to the categorification of the HOMFLY polynomial. The conjecture was verified in many
cases [16, 21–25]. For earlier work on extracting the categorified HOMFLY from string theory, see
[26].
2That the vertices of [1] and [2] are equivalent, related by a change of basis, was shown recently in
[27].
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refined Ooguri-Vafa operators [11] that translate refined topological string amplitudes
into knot invariants of refined Chern-Simons theory.
Next, we generalize the work of [6] to the refined case.3 This corresponds to more
general geometric transitions where more than one S3 shrinks. The gauge theory side
in this case is captured by a quiver. The nodes correspond to S3’s (or orbifolds of S3’s)
wrapped by M5 branes. The bi-fundamental matter comes from M2 branes wrapping
holomorphic curves with boundaries on the three manifolds. The M-theory index is
captured by computations of link invariants in the refined Chern-Simons theory, where
links come fromM2 brane boundaries, and the linking pattern is dictated by the Calabi-
Yau geometry. The large N duality implies that the partition function of these theories
should be the same as the partition function of the refined topological string on the
dual Calabi-Yau, obtained by shrinking the S3’s and growing the P1’s in their place.
As an illustration,4 we use this to solve the refined topological string on a Calabi-Yau
containing the local P2.
To obtain refined topological string partition functions on an arbitrary toric Calabi-
Yau manifold, we need to generalize the topological vertex formalism of [8]. A formalism
that applies to a restricted class of toric Calabi-Yau manifolds whose toric diagrams
admit a preferred direction was proposed in [1, 2]. However, the refined topological
string exists on arbitrary toric Calabi-Yau manifolds. The local P2 geometry which
we studied using large N duality falls outside of this class. We show that the refined
partition function we derived admits a vertex decomposition, and one that is very
suggestive of what the general refined topological vertex formalism may be. We will
flesh out some of its ingredients. To define the refined topological string requires a
choice of a U(1) action on X (in fact, this is a U(1)R symmetry in M-theory). Different
choices of this can be thought of as specifying a Morse flow on the toric graph ofX . This
gives an orientation to each edge of the toric diagram, to be along the flow. Moreover,
this divides the trivalent vertices into one of two types, depending on whether one or
two edges are incoming at the vertex. The two vertices both follow from the refined
Chern-Simons theory (these are also the same as the pair of vertices needed in [1] and
[2]). The gluing of the vertices is dictated by their origin as refined topological string
amplitudes with branes. We will show in detail how our P2 results fit in this framework.
It is easy to show that all of the results obtained previously in [1, 2] do so as well. We
will leave developing this into a fully general formalism for future work [28].
3Refined Chern-Simons theory also played an important role in solving the refined topological string
on local Riemann surfaces, and in proving the refined OSV conjecture [19, 20], in this case.
4While this paper was in preparation, we were informed of the upcoming work by Amer Iqbal and
Can Kozcaz which may overlap with our results on local P2 amplitudes. We are grateful to the authors
for agreeing to coordinate submission with us.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review aspects of refined Chern-
Simons theory we will need. We also discuss D-branes in the refined topological string
more generally. In particular, we derive the refined Ooguri-Vafa operators, which are
needed to relate the knot invariants in Chern-Simons theory to refined topological
string amplitudes with branes. In section 3 we review the large N duality of the refined
Chern-Simons theory on S3. As an application of our results from section 2, we show
that large N duality of the refined topological string explains a ”mirror symmetry” that
relates invariants of a knot colored by a Young diagram R and its transpose RT , which
was recently discussed in [29]. In section 4, we present the derivation of the refined
topological vertex from refined Chern-Simons theory. In section 5, we explain how the
work of [6] generalizes to the refined topological string. In section 6 we discuss in detail
the example related to local P2. In section 7 we discuss the refined topological vertex
formalism. We end with appendices containing necessary definitions and derivations.
2 Refined Topological String and Chern-Simons Theory
Refined A-model topological string partition function on a Calabi-Yau X is defined as
the index of M theory [15, 30, 31] on
(X × TN × S1)q,t
where TN is the Taub-Nut space, with complex coordinates z1 and z2. The subscript
denotes the Ω-background [12, 13]. Namely, as we go around the S1, the complex
coordinates rotate by
(z1, z2)→ (qz1, t
−1z2). (2.1)
Moreover, to preserve supersymmetry, this has to be accompanied by an R-symmetry
twist. The M-theory partition function is the index [3, 13],
Z(M) = Tr (−1)F qS1−SR tSR−S2 . (2.2)
of the resulting theory on TN × S1. Above S1 and S2 generate rotations around the
two complex planes, and SR is the R-symmetry generator. For q = t, the M-theory
partition function is the same as the topological A-model string partition function on
X , where q is related to the topological string coupling by q = egs . For q 6= t the
M-theory partition function defines the partition function of the refined topological
string.
In the ordinary topological A-model string, in addition to closed strings, the theory
has D-branes wrapping Lagrangian submanifolds L of X . In the M-theory formulation,
3
these correspond to M5 branes that wrap
L× C× S1
where C is either the z1 or the z2 plane in (2.1). We will denote the two complex
planes by Cq and Ct¯, respectively, to help us recall how they are rotated differently by
the Ω-background. The M-theory partition function, in the presence of these branes
defines the partition function of the refined open plus closed topological string.
The M-theory partition function will depend on the plane the M5 branes wrap. The
M5 branes wrapping the z1 plane, or the z2 plane, and the same lagrangian L, gives
rise to two distinct branes on L in the refined topological string on the Calabi-Yau,
[32, 33]. To distinguish them, we will call them the refined q-branes and the t¯-branes.
M5 brane on L× Cq × S1 → q-brane on L
M5 brane on L× Ct¯ × S
1 → t¯-brane on L
The bar over t is there to remind us that in the ordinary topological string, the q
and t¯ branes become the topological branes and anti-branes [33]. Note however that
in M-theory, they preserve the same supersymmetries. To understand the theory fully,
one has to study both of these branes.5
2.1 Refined Chern-Simons Theory
The string field theory on N topological D-branes wrapping a three manifold M inside
T ∗M , is the SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on M , where the level k of Chern-Simons is
related to q, by q = e
2pii
k+N . Refined topological string and M-theory allow one to define
a refinement of Chern-Simons theory.
In [16], we formulated the refined Chern-Simons theory on a three-manifold M as
partition function of N M5 branes on wrapping
M × C× S1
in M-theory on
(T ∗M × TN × S1)q,t.
The refined Chern-Simons theory partition function is, per definition, the index of the
theory on M5 branes
Z(M) = Tr (−1)F qS1−SR tSR−S2 . (2.3)
5 In the B-model context, the q- and t¯-branes become the degenerate operators of Liouville [32–34].
From the four dimensional perspective, they are the surface operators in the four dimensional gauge
theory. For other work on branes in the refined topological string see [35].
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Here S1 and S2 are generators of rotations around z1 and z2, and SR is the R-symmetry,
as before. This R-symmetry exists when M is a Seifert manifold. This means thatM is
an S1 fibration over a Riemann surface. The U(1)R symmetry corresponds to a rotation
in the two-plane sub bundle of T ∗M consisting of those cotangent fibers T ∗M that are
co-normal to the generator of the rotation along the Seifert fiber.
The partition function of the M5 brane theory depends on which two-plane in the
TN space the M5 branes wrap, i.e. whether we have q-branes of the t¯ branes wrapping
M in M-theory. So we get two distinct refined Chern-Simons theories, we could call,
loosely, SU(N)q or SU(N)t¯. Thus, we get two distinct refinements of the ordinary
Chern-Simons theory. Of course, the partition functions – in the absence of knots or
links, are simply exchanged by a symmetry that takes (q, t) to (t−1, q−1).
SU(N)q
(q,t)→(t−1,q−1)
−−−−−−−→ SU(N)t¯
Note the subscript does not directly relate to the level k of the theory.
In the ordinary Chern-Simons case, the SU(N) Chern-Simons theory partition
function on a Seifert manifold is computable, by cutting and gluing, in terms of S and
the T matrices, acting on the Hilbert space of the theory on T 2. In the refined case, S
and T matrices depend on both q and t. But, the Hilbert space of the theory remains the
same. In particular, in SU(N)q refined Chern-Simons theory, at q = e
2pii
k+βN , t = e
2piiβ
k+βN ,
for any β, the Hilbert space is finite dimensional and labeled by representations of
SU(N)k (see [16, 17] for more details). In particular, this is independent of β. In [16]
the S and the T matrices of the refined Chern-Simons theory were explicitly computed.
The partition functions of the SU(N)q and SU(N)t¯ theory on Seifert manifoldsM give
rise to new invariants of these manifolds.
2.2 Knot invariants and branes
Consider the index of M-theory on (T ∗M×TN×S1)q,t with M5 branes onM as before,
leading to refined Chern-Simons on M . Now we introduce additional M5 branes which
we choose to wrap
LK × C× S
1.
Here, LK is a a Lagrangian in T
∗M , with the property that it intersects M on a knot
K
LK ∩M = K.
LK is obtained from the knot K inM by a co-normal bundle construction, as explained
in [11]: we consider a knot together with a 2-plane bundle in the fibers of T ∗M over
it. The fibers of this bundle consist of cotangent vectors orthogonal to the knot. It
is clear from the construction that the R-symmetry we need preserves the Lagrangian
LK . In this background, we will end up studying invariants of knot K in the refined
Chern-Simons theory. We would like to understand precisely what combination of knot
invariants the M-theory index computes.
In the presence of additional branes on LK the theory gets a new sector, corre-
sponding to M2 branes with ends on both LK and M . The M2 branes are charged
under the fields on both stacks of M5 branes. Consider the contribution of these M2
branes to the index (2.3) first, where we view the theory on LK andM as just providing
a background. In computing the index, it is natural to turn on fugacities U , and V ,
to keep track of these. U and V are the holonomies of the gauge fields on M and LK
around the knot. The gauge field on M arizes by taking the period of the M5 brane
world-volume two-form B along the thermal S1. Their contributions will have an effect
of inducing knot observables to the refined Chern-Simons theory. The natural question
is what is the corresponding observable. This observable provides a translation between
knot invariants of refined Chern-Simons theory and indices in M-theory.
To understand which observable one gets, one may zoom in on the intersection of
M and LK , since the BPS states of M2 branes will be localized there. M and LK
intersect along an S1, which is the copy of the knot. Note that, by construction, LK
has one real dimensional moduli space which actually allows us to lift it off M . This
is because LK is topologically R
2 × S1 and by a theorem of MacLean (see [36] for a
recent discussion) that says that the moduli space of a Lagrangian has dimension b1.
The local geometry of the Calabi-Yau near the intersection is that of C∗ × C2, where
C∗ is a cylinder that contains the S1. The M and LK in this neighborhood simply look
like two Lagrangians of topology R2 × S1, each wrapping an S1 in C∗. The one real
dimensional moduli space of geometric deformations of LK is parameterized by sliding
the corresponding S1 along the cylinder. The branes intersect only if their positions on
the cylinder coincide. Let Λ be the Kahler parameter of the annulus, the section of C∗
between the branes. Then, log(Λ) is the mass of the M2 branes whose contributions we
want to evaluate. We will fix the branes on M to be q-branes, and then it remains to
consider either the q-branes or the t¯-branes along LK . The other two cases are related
to this by the symmetry of the theory that takes (q, t) to (t−1, q−1).
Consider first the case branes on M are q branes and branes on LK are t¯-branes.
Let us denote by
Oqt¯(Λ;U, V )
the contribution of M2 branes to the partition function. In the unrefined case, this
operator was computed in [6], following [11], where one found that the partition function
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is simply
Oqt¯(U, V )q=t = det(1− U ⊗ V
−1). (2.4)
This is computed as an annulus diagram in the open topological string, corresponding
to integrating out a single bifundamental particle of mass log(Λ), and charged as a
bifundamental under the gauge fields on M and LK . Moreover, the particle turns out
to be fermionic. We will now argue that in the refined case the answer does not in fact
change at all!
From the M-theory perspective, the branes on M and LK intersect over points on
the Taub-Nut space. Since the branes are just supported on points in TN , there should
be no effect at all: we still get a single, fermionic BPS particle with no spin or angular
momentum on z1 or z2 planes, since it is localized to live at the origin of both of these
two planes , and cannot spin. We simply now need to know its charge sR under the
U(1)R R-symmetry. If we take sR be 1/2, in the refined case we get simply
Oqt¯(U, V ) = det(1− v
−1U ⊗ V −1). (2.5)
where v = (q/t)1/2. Before we go on, note that (2.4) had a natural expansion in terms
Wilson-loop operators. Namely
Oqt¯(Λ;U, V ) =
∑
R
(−v−1Λ)|R| TrRU TrRTV
−1
here
TrR U
is the holonomy U of the gauge field on M along the knot K in representation R,
the sum runs over all Young diagrams, and |R| is the number of boxes in the Young
diagram corresponding to R. This is the Wilson-loop operator of ordinary Chern-
Simons theory. Thus, the knowledge of Oqt¯(Λ;U, V ) allows us to translate between
M-theory, or topological string observables, and Chern-Simons theory.
In the refined SU(N)q Chern-Simons theory, the operator inserting the Wilson loop
in representation R is [16, 17] on q-branes is no longer TrRU but
TrRU
q 6=t
−→ MR(U ; q, t)
where MR(U ; q, t) is the Macdonald function in representation R [37]. If we consider
t¯-branes instead, the ordinary traces get traded for MR(U ; t
−1, q−1),
TrRU
q 6=t
−→ MR(U ; t
−1, q−1)
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The fact that there are two different kinds of branes naturally mirrors the fact that
there are two different ways to deform Wilson loop operators of the unrefined theory:
either to MR(U ; q, t) for q-branes, or to MR(U ; t
−1, q−1), in the case of the t branes. At
q = t, Macdonald polynomials become independent of q and reduce back to ordinary
traces. Macdonald polynomials MR(U ; q, t) can be expanded in terms of finite sums
of TrQU with coefficients that depend on q and t. Thus, in a sense, this is just a
convenient basis, in terms of which the S and the T matrices have a particularly simple
form [16, 17].
To translate Oqt¯ into knot observables on M , we need to be able to expand this in
terms of Wilson loop operators natural for both the q-branes on M and the t¯-branes on
LK . These, as we just explained, are no longer the ordinary traces, but the appropriate
Macdonald polynomials. Magically, string theory seems to know about these, and we
get a very natural expansion: In fact, all that happens is that the unrefined Wilson-loop
operators get replaced by their refined counterparts:
Oqt¯(Λ;U, V ) =
∑
R
(−v−1Λ)|R| MR(U ; q, t) MRT (V
−1; t−1, q−1). (2.6)
Now consider the case when both the branes on M and LK are q-branes, and we
have N of branes on M and some number of branes on LK . We will denote by
Oqq(Λ;U, V )
the effect on the refined Chern-Simons theory onM of the M2 branes stretching between
M and LK . This case will turn out to be somewhat subtle, as we now explain. Consider
first the case when the gauge fields on M and LK are non-dynamical, and we can
treat them as providing the background. Zooming in at the C∗ × C2 neighborhood
of the intersection, the theory on M5 branes has N = 4 supersymmetry in three
dimensions, since the branes coincide on C1 × S1, and the Calabi-Yau is flat space.
Then, the M2 branes give a hypermultiplet living on C1 × S1. The hypermultiplet,
from the perspective of N = 2 supersymmetry, consists of two chiral multiplets Q and
Q˜ transforming in (N, M¯) and (M, N¯) representations, respectively. To determine their
contributions to the index, we need to know their charges under S1, S2 and SR. It is
easily seen that we can assign (s1, s2, sR) = (0, 0,−1) for Q, and take Q˜ to be neutral
under all.6 From this, we can read off their contributions to the index of the theory on
6 S1 generates a Lorentz symmetry, and Q and Q˜ are neutral under it. To find the charges under
S2 and SR, we can proceed as follows. The underlying N = 4 supersymmetry implies that the hyper-
multiplets couple to the background adjoint chiral fields φ, φ′ on the two branes via a superpotential
interaction,
∫
d2θTr(QφQ˜)− (Q˜φ˜Q). The superpotential has to be neutral under the S2, SR, for these
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C× S1:7 as
∞∏
n=0
det(1− qnt Λ U ⊗ V −1)
det(1− qn Λ U ⊗ V −1)
,
Note that, for q = t, this agrees with the unrefined answer,
Oqq(U, V ; Λ)q=t = det(1− Λ U ⊗ V
−1)−1 (2.7)
computed in [11] by different methods. This suggests that we should identify
Oqq(U, V ; Λ) =
∞∏
n=0
det(1− qnt Λ U ⊗ V −1)
det(1− qn Λ U ⊗ V −1)
, (2.8)
This has a simple expansion in terms of holonomy operators of q-branes on M and LK ,
as
Oqq(Λ;U, V ) =
∑
R
Λ|R| MR(U ; q, t)MR(V
−1; q, t)/gR (2.9)
where gR depends on q and t and is defined in the appendix A.
The subtlety we alluded to is the following. Per their definition, the operators Oqt¯,
Oqq describe the effect of the M2 branes stretched betweenM and LK on Chern-Simons
theory on M . Namely, computing their expectation values one obtains the M-theory
index of N q-branes on the M and some number of q-branes on LK . While the index
is counting BPS states, this does not mean that we can evaluate Oqt¯ or Oqq by simply
counting BPS states of M2 branes betweenM and LK . These are two a priori unrelated
statements. They will be related if we decouple the modes on M and LK , or if the
coupling between the M2 branes and M5 brane degrees of freedom is minimal. The
latter was always the case in the unrefined theory, as can be seen from the arguments
in [11]. Fortunately, this is often the case in the refined theory as well. The only case
that appears subtle is the q-q system. Moreover, if either the branes on LK are non-
compact, or if there is an infinite number of them, then the naive computation of Oqq
to be symmetries of the theory. The S2 and SR both generate R−symmetries (with their difference
being a global symmetry), so d2θ term has charge +1 under both. The adjoint chiral fields corresponds
to the positions of the M5 branes in Ct−1 direction, and thus has charge −1 under S2, and is naturally
neutral under SR that corresponds to rotations in directions that this field is not sensitive to. We
can take Q to have charges 0 and −1 and Q˜ charges 0 under S2 and SR to satisfy the requirement of
neutrality.
7By computing the partition function of the two 3d chiral fields on C1 × S
1, or by considering a gas
of spinning M2 brane particles on C1, Q and Q˜ give
∏∞
n=0 det(1 − q
n+1t−1 Λ−1 U−1 ⊗ V )−1 det(1 −
qn Λ U ⊗ V −1)−1. This can be rewritten, using the property of the quantum dilogarithm function
Φ(x, q) =
∏
n=0(1 − q
n+1/2x) that Φ(x, q) = 1/Φ(x−1, q).
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in terms of counting BPS states applies. When the naive computation fails, the effect
is quite simple and this also makes it fairly transparent what makes the q-q (or t¯-t¯)
system special. When LK is compact, and the branes on it are dynamical, the operator
that replaces (2.9) turns out to be
O∗qq(Λ;U, V ) =
∑
R
Λ|R| MR(U ; q, t)MR(V
−1; q, t)/GR (2.10)
Here GR is the Macdonald metric for the branes on LK . This depends explicitly on the
number NL of branes on LK . This dependence on the rank means that the gauge fields
on LK can not be ignored in answering our question – this contradicts the decoupling
assumption that went into (2.9). Moreover, GR reduces to gR only when number of
branes on LK becomes infinite,
lim
NL→∞
GR = gR.
We have denoted the qq-operator in this more subtle case by O∗qq, to indicate this fine-
print. One way to see that O∗qq is correct is to specialize to the case we take the number
of branes on M and LK to be equal, i.e. N = NL. Then, it is easy to see that, at
Λ = 1, so the branes intersect, we can in fact glue the branes together over the S1. The
partition function of glued branes and unglued ones has to be exactly the same, as we
are computing an index, which is invariant under all deformations (at least as long as
no states run off to infinity. The gluing can be made into a smooth, local, operation so
the index as to be invariant under it). The gluing corresponds to cutting out a solid
torus neighborhood of the S1 from each Lagrangian, and inserting the Chern-Simons
propagator
∑
R |R〉〈R|/GR. In the holonomy basis, this is nothing but the operator
O∗qq(U, V ; 1) in this case. For most of the paper, all we will need will be the simpler
operator Oqq. However, in sections 5 and 6, all of our branes will be compact, and we
will need to replace Oqq with O∗qq.
The operators Oqq and Oqt¯, translate the M-theory index to computations in the
refined SU(N)q Chern-Simons theory onM . The M-theory index with N q-branes on a
compact three manifold M is computed by taking the expectation value, in the refined
SU(N)q Chern-Simons theory on M , of either Oqq or Oqt¯, depending on whether we
have the q-branes or the t¯-branes on LK . Since MR(U ; q, t) is the operator inserting a
Wilson loop in the refined SU(N)q Chern-Simons theory, if we denote by
ZSU(N)q(M,K;R) = 〈MR(U ; q, t)〉SU(N)q
the refined Chern-Simons partition function with on Wilson loop in representation R
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along the knot K, the M-theory index becomes either
Z(M,K;V )qq =
∑
R
ZSU(N)q(M,K;R)/GR MR(V
−1; q, t) (2.11)
with q-branes on LK or
Z(M,K;V )qt =
∑
R
(−1)|R|ZSU(N)q(M,K;R)MRT (V
−1; q, t) (2.12)
with branes. For simplicity we have taken M and LK to intersect, so Λ = 1 here.
Since LK is a non-compact Lagrangian, the holonomy V at its infinity is a parameter
– it remains as a fugacity, keeping track of M2 brane charges. Note that the partition
functions (2.11),(2.12) are different, as q- and t¯-branes interact differently. The explicit
expression for ZSU(N)q(M,K;R) can always be written in terms of the S and T matrices
of the theory in a universal way, as long as M is a Seifert manifold, and K a Seifert
knot. The details of the theory only enter is the particular representation of SL(2, Z).
Turning this around, while the partition functions with different kinds of branes on LK
are not the same, they contain identical information – knowing either of (2.11)(2.12),
we can reconstruct the other.
3 Branes and Large N transitions
Figure 1. The geometric transition relating T ∗S3 and Y = O(−1)⊕O(−1)→ P1.
The ordinary SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on S3 has a large N dual which is
the topological string on O(−1) ⊕ O(−1) → P1. Recall, from section 2, that SU(N)
Chern-Simons theory on S3 is the same as the open topological string on
X = T ∗S3,
11
with N D-branes on the S3. Gopakumar and Vafa showed this has a large N dual, the
ordinary topological string theory on
Y = O(−1)⊕O(−1)→ P1.
The duality is a large N duality in the sense of ’t Hooft [38]. The duality in this case
also has a beautiful geometric interpretation: it is a geometric transition that shrinks
the S3 and grows the P1 at the apex of the conifold, thereby taking X to Y , see figure
(1).
The rank N of the gauge theory is related to the area of the P1 in Y by Q =
e−Area(P
1) by
Q = qN (3.1)
where q = egs. The topological string coupling gs is the same on both sides – it is related
to the level k in Chern-Simons theory by gs =
2πi
k+N
. The duality has been checked, at
the level of partition functions, to all orders in the 1/N expansion [4]. An extension
of this, where one replaces the S3 by lens spaces, was studied in [7]. Translated to the
M-theory language, large N duality states that the index of the theory before and after
the transition are the same. This does not imply that the full theories are the same,
but only the index.
It is natural to ask whether this duality extends to the refined case, when we
consider the general q 6= t index on both sides? It was shown in [16] that the partition
function of SU(N)q refined Chern-Simons theory on S
3 indeed equals the partition
function of the refined topological string on Y ,
ZSU(N)q(S
3; q, t) = ZY (Q; q, t)
where
Q = tN(t/q)1/2 (3.2)
The partition function of the theory on S3 is computed by the vacuum matrix
element of the refined SU(N)q Chern-Simons theory
8
ZSU(N)q(S
3; q, t) = 〈1〉SU(N)q = S00(N ; q, t)
8The overall normalizations are slightly ambiguous. The M theory partition function with N q-
branes on S3 can has a large N limit that gives the conifold with either Q = tN
√
q/t or Q = tN
√
t/q.
The first arises from S00, the second from S00. They can both be physical, depending on slightly
different details of the setup. Distinguishing these very precisely for the most part will be beyond the
scope of this paper.
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where
S00(N : q, t) =
iN(N−1)/2
N
1
2 (k + βN)
N−1
2
∞∏
m=0
∏
α>0
(q−m/2t−(α,ρ)/2 − qm/2t(α,ρ)/2)
(q−m/2t−(α,ρ)/2−1/2 − qm/2t(α,ρ)/2+1/2)
(3.3)
The large N duality implies that this is equal to the partition function after the tran-
sition
ZY (Q; q, t) = exp
(
−
∞∑
n=0
Qn
n(qn/2 − q−n/2)(tn/2 − t−n/2)
)
. (3.4)
It is easy to check, [16], that this is indeed the case, up to non-perturbative terms, of
order e−1/N , provided Q is as in equation 3.2.
When we include knots in the theory, we consider the additional branes on LK .
Large N duality is a geometric transition, and the Lagrangian LK , being non-compact,
simply gets pushed through the transition, to LK , together with branes on it [11]. In
particular, the branes on LK do not change.
The large N duality implies that the Chern-Simons knot invariants – corresponding
to say q-branes on LK :
ZSU(N)q(S
3, K;V ) = 〈Oqq〉SU(N)q
=
∑
R
ZSU(N)q(S
3, K,N) MR(V
−1; q, t)/gR (3.5)
compute the partition function of q-branes wrapping the lagrangian LK after the tran-
sition on Y . In particular, the partition function of the branes on Y should simply be
given by rewriting ZSU(N)q(S
3, K;V ) to absorb the N -dependence in Q = tN (t/q)1/2.
3.1 A ”Mirror Symmetry” of Knot Invariants at Large N
Before the transition, the partition function of the theory depends sensitively on whether
we have q-branes on the S3, or the t¯-branes. After the transition, the branes on the
S3 disappear, and are replaced by a P1 of Kahler modulus Q. The only information
about what how many, and what kind of branes there were on S3 is in Q. In particular,
neither the type of the brane, nor their number has to be the same – as long as the
resulting Q ends up the same.
This implies that, keeping everything else fixed, the theories with N q-branes on
S3 and N ′ t¯-branes on S3 are the same at large N
SU(N)q ←→ SU(N
′)t¯
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theories, where N and N ′ are related by
tN(t/q)1/2 = Q = q−N
′
(t/q)1/2 (3.6)
or
tNqN
′
= 1.
This has implications on knot invariants as well. When we add branes on LK , the
interaction of the branes on LK with branes on S
3 will differ sensitively on whether
we have q-branes or t¯-branes on the S3, as the corresponding Ooguri-Vafa operators
change, as we explained earlier. But, after the transition only the type of brane on LK
matters, since this is the only brane visible on Y after the transition. We get the same
theory on Y with the branes on LK , as long as N and N
′ are related as in (3.6).
Let’s consider this in more detail. We can fix the type of brane on LK , to be the
q-brane say. With N q-branes on the S3 the partition function of the theory before the
transition is
Z(S3, K;V )qq = 〈Oqq〉SU(N)q =
∑
R
ZSU(N)q(S
3, K;R)MR(V
−1; q, t)/gR (3.7)
Taking instead the N ′ t¯-branes on S3, we get
Z(S3, K;V )tq = 〈Ot¯q〉SU(N ′)t¯ =
∑
R
(−v)|R|ZSU(N ′)t¯ (S
3, K;RT )MR(V
−1; q, t) (3.8)
where Oqq and Ot¯q are defined in (2.9) and (2.6). Note that Ot¯q and Oqt¯ are the same
up to v → v−1, by analytic continuation. The large N duality implies that (3.7) and
(3.8) are equal, after we absorb the dependence of the two amplitudes on N,N ′ on Q.
In particular, extracting the coefficient of MR(V ; q, t), for a fixed representation R, we
see that
ZSU(N)q(S
3, K;R)/gR
fixed Q
= (−v)|R|ZSU(N)t¯(S
3, K;RT ) (3.9)
As a check, note that this is satisfied for the unknot, colored by an arbitrary
representation. In this case
ZSU(N)q(S
3,©;R)/ZSU(N)q(S
3) = SR0/S00(SU(N)q) =MR(t
ρN , q, t)
and similarly
ZSU(N ′)t¯(S
3,©;R)/ZSU(N ′)t¯(S
3) = SR0(SU(N
′)t¯) = MR(q
−ρN′ ; t−1, q−1)
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where ρN denotes the Weyl vector of SU(N). Using identities of Macdonald functions,
it is easy to prove that the conjecture (3.9) indeed holds for the unknot. For more
general knots, then, it suffices to consider the normalized knot invariant, where one
divides by expectation value of the unknot in the same representation R. For totally
symmetric or totally antisymmetric representations, the resulting knot invariant is the
(reduced) superpolynomial, studied in [21, 23, 29, 39–41], In general, by conjectures in
[16, 17],
P (K)R(q, t, Q) = ZSU(N)q(S
3, K;R)/ZSU(N)q(S
3,©;R)
is the index on the reduced knot homology theory categorifying the colored HOMFLY
polynomial. The conjecture (3.9) implies
P (K)R(q, t, Q) = P (K)RT (t
−1, q−1, Q)
This property of the colored polynomials was called mirror symmetry in [29], for the
way it acts on the dimensions of knot homologies. In [29] a different explanation
for the duality was proposed. Note that in the unrefined case, when q = t, this
implies a symmetry of the colored HOMFLY polynomial, that in the reduced case says
P (K)R(q, Q) = P (K)RT (q
−1, Q). While the symmetry is present even in the unrefined
theory, its most natural explanation is in the refined case, as only then (3.6) rigorously
makes sense.
4 Refined topological Vertex from Refined Chern-Simons The-
ory
In [8], the ordinary Chern-Simons theory and large N duality was used to derive the
topological vertex. In a toric Calabi-Yau, there is a simple class of toric Lagrangian
branes Li [43], which have the topology of R
2 × S1, and project to lines in the toric
base. The topological vertex is the partition function of the topological string on C3,
with formaly infinite number of branes on each of the three toric Lagrangians, as in
the figure 4.
Let us briefly sketch the idea of the derivation in [8]. Consider the large N limit
of Chern-Simons theory on S3. This is the conifold Y = O(−1) ⊕ O(−1) → P1 with
the size of the P1 fixed by the number of branes on S3. A toric Lagrangian brane on Y
corresponds to an unknot in S3 [43], and the three Lagrangian branes on Y correspond
to a three-component link in S3, consisting of unknots. Consider a ”double” Hopf-link
on the S3, as in the figure 3. Namely, we consider a 3-component link consisting of two
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Figure 2. C3 with three stacks of branes on Lagrangians L1, L2, L3.
Figure 3. The T ∗S3 with three brane stacks. The M2 branes wrapping with holomorphic
annuli are schematically shown.
unknots linking the third, as in the figure (5). This corresponds, in the string geometry,
to having the L1, L2 Lagrangians along one of the toric legs, and L3 along another.
In the strict N to infinity limit, the size of the P1 goes to infinity, and Y degenerates
into a C3 – if, as we take the limit, we zoom in to the neighborhood of one of the vertices.
We will use this fact to derive the amplitudes of branes on C3 from those on Y .
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Figure 4. Branes on the conifold in the large N limit.
Clearly, we need to move one of the two stacks of branes to the empty leg. To
do this, we have to pass the brane through the vertex. This is a classically singular
configuration, where the area of holomorphic disks ending on the Lagrangian vanishes;
this area is, classically, proportional to the distance of the brane from the vertex,
[43]. However the singularity in the classical geometry of the brane moduli space is
removed by disk instanton corrections. Summing them up, we obtain the geometry of
the Riemann surface of the mirror Calabi-Yau – in this case, the mirror to C3. This was
recently reviewed in [36]. The disk instantons smooth out the geometry of the moduli
space: any singularities are in complex codimension one, so they can be avoided. This
means that, having obtained the amplitude with two stacks of branes on a single leg, we
can simply analytically continue around the singularity, to the configuration we were
after.
In this section, we will explain that in the refined context, following analogous
steps, we can derive, from the refined Chern-Simons theory and M-theory, the refined
topological vertex of [1] and [2]. To begin with, consider X = T ∗S3 with N q-branes
on the S3. Moreover, we consider three lagrangians in this geometry, L1, L2, L3, as in
the figure 3, with q-branes wrapping them. In writing down this amplitude, we made
a number of choices, of say q-branes versus t¯-branes. None of them are essential: the
distinction of q branes versus t¯-branes on S3 vanishes at large N , as we explained in
section 3. Changing the type of the branes on Li also contains no new information: as
we will show, having written down any one of the amplitudes, we can obtain from it
the others – the only thing that changes are the wilson loop observables. Moreover, as
we will explain later, in defining the amplitude one has to break the symmetries of C3,
so a completely cyclically symmetric vertex does not exist in the refined theory, unlike
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in the unrefined case in [8]. This being the case, we will break the symmetries from the
outset, and simply pick a convenient choice.
Figure 5. A ”double” Hopf link, the starting point for derivation of topological vertex.
We have to write down the effective contributions of M2 branes ending on the
Lagrangians pairwise. These will act as linear combinations of observables in the refined
Chern-Simons theory, related to the doubled Hopf-link, in the figure (4). The M2 branes
wrapping holomorphic annuli between the branes on S3 and each of the stack of branes
on L2,3 have the effect of inserting Oqq(U, Vi) from (2.9).
Oqq(Λ, U, V ) =
∞∏
n=0
det(1− qntΛ U ⊗ V −1)
det(1− qn Λ U ⊗ V −1)
.
This is because L2,3 and the S
3 can be made to intersect on S1 at best, all the branes are
q-branes, and moreover, Li are noncompact. Above U is the holonomy on the q-branes
on the S3, and Vi the holonomy on the branes on Li. As explained in [8], one also has
to include the contribution of holomorphic curves that do not end on the S3 - as long as
they end on the non-compact Lagrangians, they will contribute to the net amplitude.
The M2 branes wrapping these curves will also contribute to the M-theory index. The
only such curves in this geometry come from holomorphic annuli with boundaries on
L1 and L2 – all other contributions vanish.
9 They contribute a factor of Oqq(V1, V2).
The boundaries labeled by + and − correspond to two different orientations of the S1
9There are of course also M2 branes wrapping annuli beginning and ending on the same stack
of Li branes. These contribute just overall, representation independent factors, that are typically
suppressed. See [44].
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boundary of the annulus. Changing the + to a − changes the holonomy around the S1
from V to V −1. The fact that operators like Oqq are not invariant under permutations
of branes that would flip the orientation of annuli, implies that we have to keep track
of it. Locally, the relative orientations are fixed, but there is some arbitrariness in
choosing the orientations globally. This should be related to the choice of the U(1)R
symmetry, as we will discuss in section 7.
Finally, consider the contributions of M2 branes with boundaries on the S3 and
L1. The configuration of branes is different than that in section 1. If we were to
make the branes intersect, they would not intersect on an S1, as we assumed there.
Instead, the branes would simply coincide. It helps to consider the local geometry
near the branes, where the Calabi-Yau looks like C∗ × C2, where only half of the S3
is visible. Topologically, the half is R2 × S1, and this has the same topology as L1.
The compactness of the S3 does not affect the operator, but only its expectation value,
which we will address later. The index in such a situation has been computed in [16],
with the result
Oqq¯(Λ, U, V ) =
∞∏
n=0
det(1− qnΛ U ⊗ V −1)
det(1− qnt Λ U ⊗ V −1)
, (4.1)
where log Λ is the mass of the M2 branes. The reason (4.1) is just the inverse of (2.9)
is that either system can be viewed as a supergroup version of the other [42]. We will
set Λ’s to 1 by absorbing them into Vi’s for the rest of this section.
Taking all these factors into account, before the transition, the brane configuration
in figure (4) corresponds to computing the following correlator in the refined Chern-
Simons theory:
ZSU(N)q(S
3, V1, V2, V3) = 〈Oqq¯(U, V1) Oqq(U, V2) Oqq(U, V3)〉SU(N)q Oqq(V1, V2) (4.2)
To compute the amplitude, we have to expand it in link observables of the refined
Chern-Simons theory on S3. Recall, from section 2 and appendix A that:
Oqq(U, V ) =
∑
Q
MQ(U) MQ(V
−1)/gQ
and
Oqq¯(U, V ) =
∑
Q
MQ(U) iMQ(V
−1)/gQ
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where the i operation is defined in appendix A. Since the un-knots colored by Q1 and
Q2 are parallel, and linked with the unknot colored by Q3 we have that〈
MQ1(U)MQ2(U)MR3(U)
〉
SU(N)q
=
∑
P
N PQ1,Q2
〈
MP (U)MR3(U)
〉
SU(N)q
=
∑
P
N PQ1,Q2SPR3
= SQ1R3SQ2R3/S0R3 (4.3)
where S is the S-matrix of the SU(N)q Chern-Simons theory. Using this, and taking
the large N limit, we would obtain the amplitude corresponding to three stacks of
branes in O(−1)⊕O(−1)→ P1 in the figure 3. We are interested in branes on C3, so
we will take the N to infinity limit instead. In this limit,
lim
N→∞
t−N(|R|+|Q|)/2SRQ = MR(t
ρ)MQ(t
ρqQ).
We will absorb the proportionality factor tN(|R|+|Q|) into the definitions of the
holonomies Vi. Putting this all together, the partition function of branes on C
3 is10
ZC3(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
R3
MR3(t
ρ)Oqq¯(t
ρqR3 , V1)Oqq(t
ρqR3 , V2)
×Oqq
(
V1, V2
)
MR3(V
−1
3 )/gR3 (4.4)
To get the refined topological vertex, we need to have the three stacks of branes
on the different legs. To do this, we will move the branes on the first stack to the
unoccupied leg. This corresponds to analytic continuation in the parameters V1 that
capture the positions of the branes, from V1 ≫ 1 to V1 ≪ 1. Note that in the refined
topological string the moduli space of the brane remains exactly the same as in the
unrefined case, so we can use the holomorphy of the moduli space, just as in the
unrefined case, to argue there are no phase transitions as we move the branes around.
The only factor that needs analytical continuation is Oqq¯(tρqR3 , V1), as only this factor
depends on V −11 ; Oqq(V1, V2) depends on V1, and makes sense after we move the brane
(see figure 6). Since Oqq¯ is a product of ratios of quantum dilogarithms, its analytic
continuation corresponds simply to replacing11
10It should be clear that in this context the operators Oqq, as those appropriate for the infinite
number of branes, i.e with GR replaced with gR.
11The quantum dilogarithm Φ(x) =
∏∞
n=0(1−q
n−1/2x) satisfies Φ(x, q) = 1/Φ(x, q−1) up to a simple
factor that is unimportant for our purposes. In the present case, the amplitude Oqq¯ is a product of
ratios of quantum dilogarithms. Naively, this is still an infinite product, however, the infinite product
can be regularized and rewritten as a finite product of quantum dilogarithms. For details, see appendix
B.
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Figure 6. Analytic continuation in V1 corresponds to moving L1. The orientation of the
boundaries is inherited from before the transition.
Oqq¯(t
ρqR3, V1) → Oqq¯(t
−ρq−R3 , V −11 v
−2), (4.5)
as we show in appendix B. This derivation of the analytic continuation is a slight
improvement of the one in [8], as it does not rely on the symmetries of the theory. All
in all, the refined topological string amplitude on C3, with three stacks of branes equals
C(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
R3
MR3(t
ρ)Oqq¯(t
−ρq−R3, V −11 v
−2)Oqq(t
ρqR3 , V2)
×Oq,q
(
V1, V2
)
MR3(V
−1
3 )/gR3 (4.6)
Th refined topological vertex amplitudes should correspond to the coefficient of the
C3 partition function, when we expand it in appropriate basis. Since the branes on Li
are q-branes, the most natural basis from perspective of refined Chern-Simons theory
is the basis of MR(U) = MR(U ; q, t) Macdonald functions, as we explained in section
2. This defines
C(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
R1,R2,R3
CR1R2R3(q, t) MR1(V1)/gR1MR2(V
−1
2 )/gR2MR3(V
−1
3 )/gR3.
(4.7)
Expanding, we find in the appendix A that
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CR1R2R3(q, t) =
∑
R
v−2|R| gR iMR1/R(t
−ρq−R3) MR2/R(t
ρqR3) MR3(t
ρ). (4.8)
This is exactly the refined topological vertex amplitude of [2] (see equation (4.4) of that
paper)
CR1R2R3(q, t) = C
AK
R1R2R3
(q, t).
More precisely, the vertex is the same, up to the change of framing; we have at the
outset chosen a different framing for the branes on the second leg. As the vertex has no
symmetry, using a cyclically symmetric framing as in [8] does not buy one anything.12
Figure 7. C3 with three stacks of refined q-branes on Lagrangians L1, L2, L3.
In summary have derived the refined vertex of [2] from the refined SU(N)q Chern-
Simons theory at large N . We have shown that the vertex, which was previously used
to compute Nekrasov partition functions [12, 13], has an interpretation as the refined
topological string amplitude with branes inserted, analogously to the unrefined case,
as anticipated in [1].
12In [2], one had 1 appearing in the sum, instead of v−2|R|.We believe that is an essentially arbitrary
Z2 choice one gets to make at one place in the theory. See also footnote 13.
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Figure 8. The topological vertex amplitude with a different choice of brane types.
4.1 The Refined Topological Vertex of [1]
There is another, perhaps more famous version of the refined topological vertex, the
vertex of [1]. The refined vertex of [1] has a beautiful combinatorial interpretation in
terms of counting boxes. This was recently explained in terms of relating it to the
refined Donaldson Thomas theory in 6 dimensions [3, 30] (or equivalently, in the IIA
formulation of the refined topological string, as counting BPS bound states with a D6
brane [15]). That vertex is the same as the refined topological vertex of [2], up to a
change of basis of symmetric functions. Instead of giving an explicit formula for the
change of basis, we will give its physical interpretation – as the change of the refined
branes. We will see that the origin of the q/t asymmetry of the box-counting in the
vertex is indeed related to the choice of different refined q, t¯-branes on two of the legs,
as anticipated in [1]. But, we will also see that there is nothing exotic about the third
leg at all. Let us explain this in some detail.
In choosing which C3 amplitude to compute, we made some choices. We could
have also changed the configuration of the non-compact branes. Suppose instead we
study the configuration of branes on the figure (8). We changed the branes on L1 from
q-branes to t¯-branes, and moreover we flipped their orientation relative to the plane of
the figure. In addition, we flipped the orientation of the branes on L2, keeping them
q-branes. The operator whose expectation value we compute changes, as t¯-branes and
q-branes interact, and also, changing relative orientation of the q branes also makes
them interact differently. Then, the refined topological string partition function is
computed by the following correlator:
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Z ′SU(N)q(S
3;V1, V2, V3) = 〈Oqt¯(U, V1) Oqq¯(U, V2) Oqq(U, V3)〉SU(N)q Oqt¯(V1, V2)
The correlator looks different, but we will now show that the resulting amplitude
is closely related to the one we just computed. Repeating the steps of the previous
derivation, i.e. taking the N to infinity limit and analytically continuing– we find the
amplitude is equal to
C′(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
R1,R2,R3
(−1)|R1| CR1R2R3(q, t) iMˆRT1 (V1) iMR2(V
−1
2 )/gR2 MR3(V
−1
3 )/gR3.
(4.9)
The vertex amplitude that enters, CR1,R2,R3 is the same as the vertex amplitude we
obtained previously in (4.8). The only thing that changes is the basis of symmetric
functions containing the holonomies. Let us explain the origin of the change.
Relative to the figure (3), in (8) the second stack of branes flipped relative to the
plane of the paper. In terms of the amplitude, the effect of this is to change
MR2(V
−1
2 ) → iMR2(V
−1
2 )
The MR → iMR is the Z2 involution of symmetric functions defined in the appendix.
For the first stack of branes we both flipped the branes and changed the q branes to t
branes. Were we to just change the q-branes to branes, we would have replaced
MR1(V1)/gR1 → (−1)
|R1| MˆRT
1
(V1)
where
MR1(V1) =MR1(V1; q, t), MˆR1(V1) = MR1(V1; t
−1, q−1)
as theMR(V ; q, t) basis is the natural basis for q-branes, andMR(V ; t
−1, q−1) is natural
for the t¯-branes. Since we flip the branes in addition, corresponds to subsequently
applying the involution i : MR → iMR. It is easy to show that this behavior of the
partition function under the two Z2 actions, one exchanging the q and the t branes,
and the other flipping the branes, is a general phenomenon.
Now, let’s expand (4.7) in the basis of Schur functions as follows
C′(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
R1,R2,R3
CCIVR1R2R3(q, t) sR1(V1) sR2(V
−1
2 ) MR3(V
−1
3 )/gR3. (4.10)
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In appendix D we show that the coefficient is the vertex of [1]:
CCIV R1R2R3(q, t) =
∑
R
(−v)|R| sRT
1
/R(t
−ρq−R3) sR2/R(q
ρtR
T
3 ) MR3(t
ρ) (4.11)
This is exactly the refined topological vertex amplitude of [1], up to change of framing
on the second leg.13 The fact that CAKR1R2R3 and C
CIV
R1R2R3
are related by a change of basis
was shown earlier in [27], and also discussed in [45].
4.2 The Second Vertex
There is one choice that we made that may give a new amplitude. This corresponds to
a flop of the S3, see figure (10). The configuration is a-priori different, as, to preserve
the same supersymmetry, the branes on the S3 before and after the transition have to
be in a different homology class. To compute the corresponding amplitude, however,
we do not need to do a new computation.
Figure 9. The brane configuration on T ∗S3 leading to the conjugate vertex.
Consider the brane configurations in figures (3) and (9). They are related to each
other by orientation reversal, where we change the orientation of all the three manifolds
at the same time. In Chern-Simons theory, change of the orientation of the three
manifold takes q to q−1. In the refined Chern-Simons theory we have to reverse both
13In addition, one needs to replace the factor v|R| by v−|R|. There is a Z2 ambiguity in defining the
theory in both [1] and in our approach. In our context, we had to choose the U(1)R charge in (2.6);
the two choices of sR = ±1/2 lead to slightly different amplitudes, but same physics. In [1], one had
a choice of how to color the boxes in central slice of the crystal in the box-counting formulation of the
vertex, by q or by t. With a different choice in [1], our vertices are identical.
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q and t, as they are related to the effective couplings of SU(N)q and SU(N)t¯ Chern-
Simons theories, and we could have considered either the q or the t branes. Thus, to
get the amplitude corresponding to figure (9) we need to take
(q, t)→ (q−1, t−1).
In addition, the fact that the orientation of the non-compact branes changes as
well means that we have to send, simultaneously,
Vi → V
−1
i .
Applying these operations to (4.7), (4.8) implies that the brane configuration in
the figure (9) leads to the following vertex:
Figure 10. The second vertex
C(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
R1,R2,R3
CR1R2R3(q, t)MR1(V
−1
1 )/gR1 MR2(V2)/gR2 MR3(V3)/gR3 .
(4.12)
where
CR1R2R3(q, t) = CR1R2R3(q
−1, t−1)
or
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CR1R2R3(q, t) =
∑
R
gR iMR1/R(t
ρqR3) MR2/R(t
−ρq−R3) MR3(t
−ρ). (4.13)
We used here that gR = v
2|R|gR(q, t), and absorbed the corresponding shift asso-
ciated with the external representations in the definition of Vi’s, thus trading Vi →
v−2|R|V −1i . This vertex corresponds to the branes in figure (10).
5 Large N Duality and More General Geometries
As shown in [6], the geometries where several S3’s shrink are related by geometric
transitions and largeN duality to topological strings on a large class of toric geometries.
Namely, when we wrap branes on the S3’s, we get, before the transition, quiver Chern-
Simons theories, with nodes corresponding to the shrinking S3’s. At large N , the theory
will have a dual description in terms of a geometry where the S3’s have undergone
transitions and get replaced by P1’s. Moreover, one can generalize this further to cases
where some of the three manifolds are not S3’s but are instead Lens spaces, i.e. orbifolds
of S3’s [7]. This leads to a generalized notion of a quiver were the nodes carry some
topological data too, and where different nodes may correspond to different topologies.
In this case, the geometric transitions are slightly more complicated, where instead of
P1’s complex surfaces can open up at large N . It is natural to expect that refined
Chern-Simons theory leads similarly, via large N transitions, to refined topological
string amplitudes on these geometries. We will show that this is indeed the case, in the
examples we have studied. Quiver Chern-Simons theories arize from local T 2×R fibered
Calabi-Yau manifolds with no holomorphic 2-cycles. An example of such a Calabi-Yau
is in the figure (11). The graph Γ that captures the geometry of the Calabi-Yau and its
singular T 2 fibers is a set of straight lines of integer slope in the R3 base. There are no
closed holomorphic 2-cycles in the geometry, but there are minimal three-cycles. Their
geometry is encoded in Γ in simple way. In fact, the projection of Γ to the plane of the
picture is essentially the quiver diagram of the theory, as we will now explain.
The nodes of the quiver correspond to the intersection points of the edges of Γ.
Consider a path between two edges of Γ in R3, together with a T 2 fiber over it. This
gives a closed three cycle in the total space.14 The three cycles that minimize the
volume come from paths of minimal length; they map to intersection points in the
planar projection. Three-cycles that arize in this way are either S3’s or Zn orbifolds
14If the two lines meet in the base space, the three-cycle obtained in this way can be shrunken to a
point. If they don’t, it generates a homology class in H3(X,Z).
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Figure 11. An example of a geometry for quiver Chern-Simons theory, with holomorphic
annuli schematically shown. To the right, the corresponding quiver.
thereof. If ~vL,R are the vectors corresponding to 2 intersecting edges, the order of the
orbifold group is n = |~vL × ~vR|. We will wrap some number Nα of branes on each
minimal three cycle, corresponding to node labeled by α. In the refined topological
string, we need to choose these to be either the q-branes or the t¯-branes, so we get
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either the SU(Nα)q or SU(Nα)t¯ refined Chern-Simons theory when we compute the
index. As we showed in section 3, at large N the difference between the q-branes and
t¯-branes on cycles that undergo transitions vanishes. Thus, we may as well take all the
branes to be q-branes, to keep things simple.
For every edge of Γ between the nodes we get bifundamental matter. This comes
about as follows. In the Calabi-Yau geometry, these intervals along the edges lift to
holomorphic annuli. The S1 boundaries of M2 branes wrapping the annuli are charged
under the Chern-Simons gauge groups, and lead to matter supported on knots in the
three manifolds. In general, the knots are linked, where the linking is determined by
the Calabi-Yau.15 The effect of integrating out the bifundamental matter is captured
by the refined Ooguri-Vafa operators from sections 2 and 3. Which operator we get
depends on both the geometry of the Calabi-Yau, and the branes the annuli end on.
Here, all the branes wrap compact cycles, so in place of Oqq operators, one has to
use O∗qq, as we explained in section 2. This generalizes the usual notion of the quiver,
the nodes have topology associated to them; the partition function will depend on the
topological type of the three manifold at each node. If the node corresponds to a lens
space other than an S3, we also need to choose a flat connection that will break the
gauge group to a subgroup. In the next section, we will do one instructive example, in
detail.
6 An Example: A Calabi-Yau Containing Local P2
Consider the graph Γ with three components, three edges are labeled as in the figure
(12),
v1 = (1, 0), v2 = (0, 1), v3 = (−1, 1).
The edges intersect pairwise and give there minimal cycles. Since |vi ∧ vj | = 1, all the
cycles are topologically S3’s. Now introduce N1, N2, N3 q-branes on the three S
3’s.
The M2 branes wrapping holomorphic annuli give bifundamental matter. To fully
specify the theory, we need to choose the orientations of the propagators; this choice
is related to choosing the charges of the M2 branes under the R-symmetry. From the
figure, the propagators along the first and the third edges are
Oqq¯(Vi, Vj; Λ) =
∑
R
Λ|R| iMR(Vi)/gR MR(V
−1
j )
15Note that ordinarily, the quiver Chern-Simons theory would not be topological, as coupling to
matter would require a metric. Here, the metric is not needed, precisely because the matter is localized
on knots. For a pair of bifundamentals Q, Q˜, the coupling to the gauge fields in
∮
K
TrQ˜dAQ.
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Figure 12. The graph Γ, with holomorphic annuli around edges schematically shown.
Here, the boundary labeled by + is weighted by V , and the boundary labeled by −,
by V −1. This corresponds to the fact that the +/− label two different orientations of
the S1 boundary of the annulus; the positive and negative oriented boundaries couple
to the gauge field a on the three manifold differently. For the purposes of evaluating
the expectation values, we need to expand everything in Macdonald functions. So, let
us define a matrix iGRQ, such that:
Oqq¯(Vi, Vj; Λ) =
∑
RQ
iG(Λ)QRMQ(Vi)MR(V
−1
j )
It is easy to find an explicit expression for iG(Λ)RQ; it is a symmetric, but not a
diagonal matrix.
The propagator on the edge 2 is
O∗qq(V2, V1; Λ) =
∑
R
Λ|R| MR(V2) MR(V
−1
1 )/GR.
To unify two notations in the two case, lets denote this by
O∗qq(V2, V1; Λ) =
∑
R
G(Λ)RQ MR(V2) MR(V
−1
1 ).
where
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G(Λ)RQ = Λ|Q|/GQ δ
R
Q.
The three manifolds corresponding to the nodes of the quiver arise from degenera-
tions of the T 2 fiber over the edges. We can think of them as glued together from solid
tori with an SL(2,Z) transformation of their boundaries. The SL(2,Z) transformation
Kji tells us how to relate the vanishing one-cyclevi and the finite cycle fi over the i’th
edge, to that of the j-th edge. Let Ki = (vi, fi), then
Kji = K
−1
j Ki.
does the job: it manifestly takes a pair Ki = (vi, fi) of the edge and framing vectors,
from that of i’th edge to j’th edge. In the present case, if we choose the framing vector
for edges one and three to be f1,3 = (0,±1), and for edge two f2 = (−1, 0), then
K1 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, K2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, K3 =
(
1 0
−1 −1
)
.
and the gluing matrices are
K31 = TS
−1T, K21 = S
−1, K32 = S
−1T−1
Finally, we have to compute the expectation values. Recall that insertion ofMR(U)
in a solid torus creates a state |R〉. Correspondingly, MR(U−1) = MR¯(U) creates |R¯〉.
Putting all of this together, the refined topological string amplitude we get is
∑
Ri,R′i
iGR1R
′
1(Λ1) iG
R3R′3(Λ3) G
R2R′2(Λ2) 〈R3|TS
−1T |R1〉SU(N2)q 〈R
′
2|S|R1〉SU(N1)q
×〈R3|S
−1T−1|R2〉SU(N3)q (6.1)
One should recall that the first, second and third expectation values are computed
in different gauge theories, SU(N2)q, SU(N1)q, SU(N3)q, respectively. The three pa-
rameters Λ1, Λ2, Λ3 are all classically the same, since there is only one class in P
2,
Λi ∼ Λ. However, there can be small quantum corrections to their sizes due to the
back-reaction of the branes on the S3’s on the geometry. These are quantum correc-
tions in the sense that they go away by setting q, t = 1. Generally, for the geometry to
correspond to P2 after the transition, with a single Kahler parameter Λ, the sizes before
the transition cannot be quite the same. This phenomenon was noted in [6] already in
the unrefined case. We can simplify this further. Recall that the matrix elements are
defined by
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〈Ri|K|Rj〉 = KRiRj
Moreover in the refined SU(N) Chern-Simons theory, charge conjugation
|R¯〉 = C|R〉,
is implemented by a matrix C = S2 which commutes with everything and satisfies
CS = S−1. Finally,
T−1 = T , S−1 = S
where the bar denotes an operation that sends (q, t)→ (q−1, t−1). From this it follows
that
〈R3|TS
−1T |R1〉SU(N2)q = (TST )
N2
R3R1
,
〈R2|S|R1〉SU(N1)q = (S)
N1
R1R2
〈R3|S
−1T−1|R2〉SU(N3)q = (ST )
N3
R3R2
This gives our final answer for the amplitude, before the transition:
ZN1,N2,N3(Λ) =
∑
Ri,R′i
iGR1R
′
1(Λ1) iG
R3R′3(Λ3) G
R2R′2(Λ2) (TST )
N2
R3R1
(S)N1R1R2 (TS)
N3
R2R3
(6.2)
6.1 Geometric Transition
After the transition the S3’s disappear, and also the branes on them. Instead, they are
replaced by three P1’s. The sizes of the three P1’s are determined by the number of
the branes on the S3 that gave rise to it – the size of P1 is the t’Hooft coupling of the
corresponding gauge group. We will see that the corresponding Kahler moduli are
Q1 = t
N1
√
t/q, Q2 = t
−N2
√
q/t, Q3 = t
N3
√
q/t
Moreover, we get a holomorphic four-cycle, the P2. The way it arises is as follows [46].
Before the transition, three was a four-chain with boundaries on the three S3’s. This
came about because the second S3 was homologous to the sum of the third and the
first S3. After the transition, the S3’s disappear and the four-chain’s boundaries close,
to give the P2. The Kahler parameter of the P2 is related to Λi by
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Figure 13. The geometric transition results in the Calabi-Yau X on the right, containing
the local P2.
Λ1 = Λ, Λ2 = Λ, Λ3 = Λ q/t
At largeN , we can rewrite the partition function of the quiver Chern-Simons theory
(6.2) before the transition in terms of Qi and Λ,
ZN1,N2,N3(Λ) = ZX(Λ, Q1, Q2, Q3) (6.3)
The claim of the large N duality is that ZX is the partition function of the refined
topological string on the Calabi-Yau X in figure (13) after the transition.
To test this claim, recall that the partition function of the refined topological
string has a very strict integrality property. Namely, for any Calabi-Yau where refined
topological string can be defined, we expect the refined partition function to take the
form [4, 31]
Z( ~Q) = exp(
∑
n,~d,jL,jR
(−1)2jL+2jRN
~d
jL,jR
~Qn
~d
n(qn/2 − q−n/2)(tn/2 − t−n/2)
jL∑
mL=−jL
(qt)nmL
jR∑
mR=−jR
(q/t)mR
where
N
~d
jL,jR
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are integers, counting the number of M2 branes of spin (jL, jR) under the SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R little group of a massive particle in five dimensions. More precisely, the parti-
tion function being a twisted index, the SU(2)R is really the diagonal subgroup of the
Lorentz SU(2)R times the SU(2)r R-symmetry group [13].
We will extract, from the largeN expansion of (6.3) the BPS expansion of ZX(Λ, Q1, Q2, Q3).
This can be done by using for the l.h.s. of (6.3) the explicit formula (6.2). We will then
show, that in those cases where we can do the computation using the direct approach
to Gopakumar-Vafa degeneracies of [9, 10, 47], the numbers predicted from large N
duality agree with the expected ones. The results below are presented in a notation⊕
jL,jR
N
~d
jL,jR
(
jL, jR
)
i.e., every summand of the form n(jL, jR) means that a (jL, jR) multiplet is present in
the expansion, with multiplicity n. We obtain, in order Λ:
(0, 1)
in order Λ2:
(0, 5
2
)
in order Λ3:
(0, 3)⊕ (1
2
, 9
2
)
in order Λ4:
(0, 5
2
)⊕ (0, 9
2
)⊕ (0, 13
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 4)⊕ (1
2
, 5)⊕ (1
2
, 6)⊕ (1, 11
2
)⊕ (3
2
, 7)
in order Λ5:
(0, 1)⊕ (0, 3)⊕ (0, 4)⊕ 2(0, 5)⊕ 2(0, 6)⊕ 2(0, 7)⊕ (0, 8)⊕ (1
2
, 5
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 7
2
)⊕ 2(1
2
, 9
2
)⊕
2(1
2
, 11
2
)⊕3(1
2
, 13
2
)⊕2(1
2
, 15
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 17
2
)⊕ (1, 4)⊕ (1, 5)⊕2(1, 6)⊕2(1, 7)⊕2(1, 8)⊕ (1, 9)⊕
(3
2
, 11
2
)⊕ (3
2
, 13
2
)⊕ 2(3
2
, 15
2
)⊕ (3
2
, 17
2
)⊕ (3
2
, 19
2
)⊕ (2, 7)⊕ (2, 8)⊕ (2, 9)⊕ (5
2
, 17
2
)⊕ (3, 10)
The degeneracies, up to the order Λ5 were computed earlier, in [1], by a different method
based on a flop of F1 and Nekrasov partition functions [12, 13]. Here we present the
next, Λ6 order:
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6(0, 9
2
)⊕8(0, 13
2
)⊕5(1
2
, 4)⊕6(1
2
, 5)⊕9(1
2
, 6)⊕7(1, 11
2
)⊕7(3
2
, 7)⊕3(0, 5
2
)⊕(0, 1
2
)⊕(0, 3
2
)⊕
2(0, 7
2
)⊕ 4(0, 11
2
)⊕ 5(0, 15
2
)⊕ 7(0, 17
2
)⊕ 2(0, 19
2
)⊕ 2(0, 21
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 1)⊕ 2(1
2
, 2)⊕ 3(1
2
, 3)⊕
9(1
2
, 7)⊕10(1
2
, 8)⊕7(1
2
, 9)⊕5(1
2
, 10)⊕(1
2
, 11)⊕(1
2
, 12)⊕(1, 3
2
)⊕(1, 5
2
)⊕3(1, 7
2
)⊕3(1, 9
2
)⊕
7(1, 13
2
)⊕ 11(1, 15
2
)⊕ 9(1, 17
2
)⊕ 9(1, 19
2
)⊕ 4(1, 21
2
)⊕ 2(1, 23
2
)⊕ (3
2
, 3)⊕ (3
2
, 4)⊕ 3(3
2
, 5)⊕
4(3
2
, 6)⊕ 7(3
2
, 8)⊕ 10(3
2
, 9)⊕ 6(3
2
, 10)⊕ 4(3
2
, 11)⊕ (2, 9
2
)⊕ (2, 11
2
)⊕ 3(2, 13
2
)⊕ 4(2, 15
2
)⊕
7(2, 17
2
)⊕ 6(2, 19
2
)⊕ 6(2, 21
2
)⊕ 2(2, 23
2
)⊕ (2, 25
2
)⊕ (5
2
, 6)⊕ (5
2
, 7)⊕ 3(5
2
, 8)⊕ 3(5
2
, 9)⊕
5(5
2
, 10)⊕ 3(5
2
, 11)⊕ 2(5
2
, 12)⊕ (3, 15
2
)⊕ (3, 17
2
)⊕ 3(3, 19
2
)⊕ 3(3, 21
2
)⊕ 3(3, 23
2
)⊕ (3, 25
2
)⊕
(7
2
, 9)⊕ (7
2
, 10)⊕ 2(7
2
, 11)⊕ (7
2
, 12)⊕ (7
2
, 13)⊕ (4, 21
2
)⊕ (4, 23
2
)⊕ (4, 25
2
)⊕ (9
2
, 12)⊕ (5, 27
2
)
For the higher orders that involve Q1, Q2, Q3, it is convenient to present the results in
the form of the following table:
order BPS spectrum
ΛQ1 (0,
1
2
)
Λ2Q1 (0, 2)
Λ3Q1 (0,
5
2
)⊕ (0, 7
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 4)
Λ4Q1 (0, 2)⊕ (0, 3)⊕ 2(0, 4)⊕ (0, 5)⊕ (0, 6)⊕ (1, 5)
⊕(1, 6)⊕ (1
2
, 7
2
)⊕ 2(1
2
, 9
2
)⊕ 2(1
2
, 11
2
)⊕ (3
2
, 13
2
)
Λ3Q21 (0, 3)
Λ4Q21 (0,
5
2
)⊕ (0, 7
2
)⊕ 2(0, 9
2
)⊕ (1, 11
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 4)⊕ (1
2
, 5)
ΛQ1Q2 (0, 0)
Λ2Q1Q2 (0,
3
2
)
Λ3Q1Q2 (0, 2)⊕ 2(0, 3)⊕ (
1
2
, 7
2
)
Λ4Q1Q2 (0,
3
2
)⊕ 2(0, 5
2
)⊕ 4(0, 7
2
)⊕ 3(0, 9
2
)⊕ (0, 11
2
)
⊕(1, 9
2
)⊕ 2(1, 11
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 3)⊕ 3(1
2
, 4)⊕ 4(1
2
, 5)⊕ (3
2
, 6)
Λ4Q31 (0, 4)
Λ3Q21Q2 (0,
5
2
)
Λ4Q21Q2 (0, 2)⊕ 2(0, 3)⊕ 3(0, 4)⊕ (1, 5)⊕ (
1
2
, 7
2
)⊕ 2(1
2
, 9
2
)
Λ2Q1Q2Q3 (0, 1)
Λ3Q1Q2Q3 (0,
3
2
)⊕ 3(0, 5
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 3)
Λ4Q1Q2Q3 (0, 1)⊕ 3(0, 2)⊕ 7(0, 3)⊕ 7(0, 4)⊕ (0, 5)⊕ (1, 4)
⊕3(1, 5)⊕ (1
2
, 5
2
)⊕ 4(1
2
, 7
2
)⊕ 7(1
2
, 9
2
)⊕ (3
2
, 11
2
)
and so on. Provided enough computer time and memory, our explicit formulas allow
to compute the BPS spectra up to any desired order.
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There is a direct way to compute the degeneracies of BPS states, as explained
by Gopakumar and Vafa in [9, 10] and further developed in [47] (see also [48] for a
pedagogical introduction). This direct way of computation is based upon a fact that
BPS states in order Λd are in one-to-one correspondence with homology classes of the
moduli space of degree d curves equipped with a U(1) bundle. The computation of
these homologies is not always easy; however, some cases are elementary. In particular,
it is easy to compute the leading multiplet in the expansion, that is, the multiplet with
the highest jL spin. It is known [48] that the highest jL spin in order Λ
d is
jmaxL = g/2
where g =
(d− 1)(d− 2)
2
is the genus of a generic degree d curve. Moreover, the
BPS states with such highest spin have a simple interpretation as cohomologies of the
moduli space of degree d curves in P2, with no bundles involved. This moduli space is
elementary to compute: a degree d has plane curve has a form∑
i+j+k=d
cijkx
i
1x
j
2x
k
3 = 0
and has (d + 1)(d + 2)/2 coefficients defined up to an overall rescaling; the moduli
space of such curves is therefore CPd(d+3), whose total cohomology (the sum of all Betti
numbers) is d(d+3)+ 1. To agree with this prediction, the highest jL multiplet has to
have a form
order Λd :
(
(d− 1)(d− 2)
4
,
d(d+ 3)
4
)
One can see, that this agrees with our results, for d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. To compute the
subleading contributions with lower jL, one would have to deal with more complicated
moduli spaces – see [48] for some examples.
Including into consideration the non-zero degrees in Q1, Q2, Q3 is also easy, up to
degree one in each Qi. Consider, say, order Λ
dQ1. In this case, the BPS states with
highest jL spin correspond to homologies of the moduli space of degree d plane curves in
P2 that pass through a given point – this is the point where the P1 of class Q1 attaches.
Such curves have (d + 1)(d + 2)/2 coefficients defined up to an overall rescaling and
subject to one linear constraint; topologically, this is just CPd(d+3)−1, whose total De
Rham cohomology is d(d+ 3). We then obtain the highest jL multiplet
order ΛdQ1 :
(
(d− 1)(d− 2)
4
,
d2 + 3d− 2
4
)
One can see, that this agrees with our results, for d = 1, 2, 3, 4. Similarly, in the cases
ΛdQ1Q2 and Λ
dQ1Q2Q3 we have to consider the moduli space of degree d plane curves
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that pass through a pair and a triple of distinct points, respectively; the moduli spaces
in these two cases are CPd(d+3)−2 and CPd(d+3)−3. To match these algebraic geometry
considerations, the highest jL multiplets have to have a form
order ΛdQ1Q2 :
(
(d− 1)(d− 2)
4
,
d2 + 3d− 4
4
)
order ΛdQ1Q2Q3 :
(
(d− 1)(d− 2)
4
,
d2 + 3d− 6
4
)
Again, this agrees with our results above, for d ≤ 4.
6.2 Cutting the Semi-Local P2 Amplitude into Vertices
It is an interesting question whether the amplitude in (6.2) can be written in terms of
topological vertex amplitudes of section 4. We will now show that this is indeed the
case. In the next section, we will return to this question in a more general setting,
and provide an interpretation of this result in terms of a new refined topological vertex
formalism.
Starting with the amplitude (6.2) before the transition, we can express it in terms
of refined topological vertices using the following identities. We have:
(S)A,B =
∑
RR′
gRR
′
CR,A,B CR,0,0
(
Qv
)|R|
.
On the left hand side is the S matrix of SU(N)q refined Chern-Simons theory. We have
expressed it through gluing the refined topological vertices, where Q = t−Nv. On the
right hand side, the topological vertices are glued with a diagonal metric
gRR
′
= gRδ
R
R′
is the infinite N limit of the Macdonald metric GRR
′
. It is diagonal with eigenvalue that
is usually denoted by gR. This is an algebraic identity, a version of which is proven in
[45].
The complex conjugate of this relation, corresponding to replacing (q, t) with
(q−1, t−1) is
(S)A,B =
∑
R,R′
gRR
′
CR,A,B CR′,0,0
(
Qv
)|R|
Here Q is the complex conjugate of the above, Q = tNv−1. Note that gR is real. In
our theory, we will need the large N expansions of both S and S. Naively, for any
fixed value of t only one or the other expansion would be valid. However, using the q/t
exchange symmetry of the refined Chern-Simons theory at large N , we could trade the
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offending q-branes for t−branes. Then, since q and t are independent, we would always
be able to make both expansions convergent.
Finally, we have∑
A′B′
iGAA
′
(S)A′B′G
BB′ =
∑
A,R,B
A′B′Y ′
gAA
′
gRR
′
gBB
′
CA′,R,B′ C0,R,0
(
Qv
)|R|
f−1R
where Q = tNv. Here fR is the infinite N limit of the framing matrix,
fR = (−1)
|R| q||R||/2 t−||R
T ||/2
Note that the left hand side involves the Macdonald metric GRR′ and the right hand
side only the infinite N variant, gRR′ .
Using these relations, the large N limit of the amplitude in (6.2) can be rewritten
directly in terms of refined topological vertices, as follows
ZP2
(
Λ, Q1, Q2, Q3
)
=
∑
indices
vertices × gluing factors × Kahler parameters (6.4)
where
indices = Ri, R
′
i, Yi, Y
′
i , i = 1, 2, 3
vertices = CY1,R1,R′2 CY2,R3,R′1 CR′3,Y3,R2 CY ′1 ,0,0 CY ′2 ,0,0 C0,Y ′3 ,0
gluing factors =
(
ig f
)R1,R′1(g f)R3,R′3 (gf−2)R2,R′2 (g)Y1,Y ′1 (g)Y2,Y ′2 (g)Y3,Y ′3
Kahler parameters =
(
Λ
)|R1 | (
Λv 2
)|R3 | (
Λv
)|R2 | (
Q1v
)|Y1 | (
Q2v
)|Y2 | (
Q3v
)|Y3 |
In the above formulas,
gRR
′
= gRδ
R
R′
and
(ig)RR
′
are the infinite N limits of GRR
′
and (iG)RR
′
(the later is independent of N in fact).
It is easy to show that, setting q = t, this reduces to the ordinary topological vertex
formalism for this geometry, after we adjust the framing and orientation of the vertex
factors, so as to restore the cyclic symmetry Z3 symmetry. For q 6= t, however, the
vertex formulation of this geometry is genuinely new.
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7 Towards the Topological Vertex Formalism
Ordinary topological vertex led to a very elegant way of computing topological string
amplitudes on arbitrary toric Calabi-Yau manifolds. By cutting a Calabi-Yau into C3
pieces, one is able to obtain the topological string partition function by gluing the
C3 amplitudes. The building block of the theory is the topological vertex, i.e. the
topological string partition function on C3 with three stacks of Lagrangian branes.
The fact the topological vertex indeed computes the topological string amplitudes was
proven recently in [49].
In the refined topological string case, a topological vertex formalism was developed
in [1, 2]16 for those toric geometries that lead to N = 2 SU(N) (quiver) gauge theories
in four dimensions. The geometries have the property that one can choose a ”preferred
direction” in the toric graph Γ such that at each vertex, one of the three legs points
along this direction. Naturally, one would like to understand whether there is a refined
vertex formalism that will allow one to compute the refined topological string theory
amplitudes on arbitrary toric Calabi Yau manifolds.
In the previous section, using large N transitions, we computed the refined topo-
logical string partition function on a local Calabi-Yau manifold X , which does not fall
into this class. We moreover showed that the resulting partition function decomposes
in terms of the refined topological vertices. In this section, we will give a physical
interpretation to the expression in terms of a new refined vertex formalism that should
allow one to compute the refined topological string amplitudes on any toric Calabi-Yau.
We will explain what we believe are some of the main features of the formalism, though
we will not fill in all of its details. It is easy to show that the new vertex formalism
reduces to the results of [1, 2] for SU(N) geometries, but also extends to the more
general class presented in section 6. In the rest of this section, we begin by discussing
the general aspects of the formalism, and then show how it reproduces the results of
section 6.
Recently, in a beautiful work [3] a new refined topological vertex that depends on
four continuous parameters (one instanton weight and three weights of the equivariant
T 3 action on Y ) in addition to the three Young diagrams. This vertex formalism is
apriori different from that in [8], in that it comes not from Calabi-Yau manifolds with
M5 branes wrapping Lagrangian cycles, but from a 6 dimensional Donaldson-Thomas
theory on Y , refining the approach in [30]. The two descriptions ended up being the
same in the context of the ordinary topological string, but in the refined case, they
need not be. There is a way to specialize the equivariant weights in [3] a way that
ends up depending on a choice of a U(1) vector field acting on the Calabi-Yau. It is
16See [27] for recent nice work generalizing [44].
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this description that is closest to the picture we will present below, albeit it requires
infinitely many vertices. Understanding the relation of the two approaches is a very
interesting question, currently under investigation [28].
7.1 The vertices
To write down the vertex amplitudes in section 4, we had to choose an orientation of
the toric legs. This choice of orientation can be traced back to the orientations of the
boundaries of the annuli in figures (4) and (10). In the ordinary topological string,
the choice of the orientation affects the amplitudes in a very simple way. Changing
the orientation of a leg is simply a transposition of the corresponding representation,
making it indistinguishable from flipping the Lagrangian brane to an anti-brane. It is
possible to choose the orientations of the legs and framings so that the vertex amplitude
has a Z3 symmetry that permutes the legs cyclically. Moreover, the closed string
amplitudes do not depend on any such choices: the topological vertex formalism of
[8] assigned an amplitude to a graph Γ, and hence the Calabi-Yau in a unique way.
The graph Γ there consisted simply of lines of integer slope, connected with trivalent
vertices.
In the refined topological string, the choice of orientations of the legs is physical,
in the sense that it does not drop out of the amplitudes in the closed string in general,
and changes the open string amplitudes in a rather less trivial way. Moreover, it is
unrelated to the choice of branes or anti-branes.17 Because of this, it is not possible
to obtain a vertex that is completely invariant under the cyclic Z3 permutations of the
legs. This being the case, we may as well work with a less then symmetric configuration
of branes, as in the figures (14) and (15).
In section 4 we derived, from refined Chern-Simons theory two inequivalent vertex
amplitudes (4.8) and (4.13). It is helpful to summarize the vertex amplitudes and the
choices involved in a more practical notation. To the vertex
17 In the closed string case, the refined topological string amplitude does not depend only on the
Calabi-Yau geometry any time the Calabi-Yau has holomorphic curves that can run off to infinity.
In this cases, the amplitudes are not invariant under the SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry – the BPS
states do not transform in complete multiplets of SU(2)R. Consequently, the choice of a U(1)R ⊂
SU(2)R subgroup needed to define the theory matters. A simple example of this phenomenon is
O(0) ⊕ O(−2) → P1. The moduli space of the P1 is non-compact in the O(0) direction. In this
case, the BPS content is that of a single state, coming from the M2 brane wrapping the P1 once, and
transforming either as a spin 1/2 up or spin 1/2 down of SU(2)R. The choice of the U(1)R symmetry
can trade one for the other. Were we to compactly the O(0) direction to a P1, we would get the
complete spin 1/2 multiplet.
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CR1R2R3(q, t) =
∑
R
gR v
−2|R| iMR1/R(t
−ρq−R3) MR2/R(t
ρqR3) MR3(t
−ρ).
we will associate the graph in figure (14). It is important to keep track not only of
Figure 14. The topological vertex.
the orientations of the legs, but also of the branes. We will take all the branes in
this section to be q-branes, but we need to remember whether they are coming in or
out of the plane of the diagram; in the unrefined limit, these become brane/anti-brane
pairs. We will do this as follows: for any one leg with the edge vector vi (taken in
the orientation of the diagram), when we draw the framing arrow fi, we will chose its
orientation such that it points to the right of the edge, vi ∧ f1 = +1 if the brane is
coming out of the paper, and to the left of the edge, i.e. vi ∧ f1 = −1 if it is coming
into the paper.
For the second vertex
CR1R2R3(q, t) =
∑
R
gR iMR1/R(t
ρqR3) MR2/R(t
−ρq−R3) MR3(t
ρ).
this gives the figure (15).
7.2 A Morse Flow on Γ
It is easy to see, in examples, that the choice of orientation of a leg of a graph Γ
is related to a choice of the U(1)R symmetry action on the Calabi-Yau (see footnote
17). Thus we cannot expect to be able to choose the orientations of the legs at will,
independently of each other. A natural way to connect a choice of a U(1) action of
the Calabi-Yau, with a choice of orientation of the edges of Γ is as follows.18 A U(1)R
18This discussion is inspired by the upcoming work of A. Okounkov and N. Nekrasov [3].
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Figure 15. The conjugate topological vertex.
symmetry is a U(1) action on the Calabi-Yau that acts non-trivially on the holomorphic
three-form. In the refined topological string Ω3,0 has to transform as Ω3,0 → t/q Ω3,0 as
we go around the S1. This is needed to cancel the transformations of z1, z2 directions
induced by the Ω background in (2.1). A choice of the U(1) action corresponds to a
choice of a Morse flow on the Calabi-Yau, which in turn is related to a choice of a vector
ζ , in the plane of the toric graph. A generic choice of the Morse flow can be used to
give an orientation to the edges of Γ to be along the flow.19 Namely, for every edge vi,
we choose its orientation such that
(ζ, vi) > 0.
This defines orientations of the edges for a generic choice of ζ , i.e. whenever ζ is not
orthogonal to any of the edges. This suggests that the refined vertex formalism has
chamber structure: in a given chamber, the orientations are independent of a specific
choice of ζ . The walls of the chambers are determined by choices of ζ = ζi such that
(ζi, vi) = 0 for some edge vi of Γ. Crossing the wall, the edges along vi flip orientation.
The choice of this vector field is also what breaks the would-be cyclic Z3 symmetry of
the topological vertex.
As an example, consider the Calabi-Yau X , containing the local P2, which we
studied in section 6. We can choose a vector field as in the figure (16), and this assigns
the orientations of edges as shown.
19 A U(1) action on the toric Calabi-Yau is captured by a vector
∑
i nζ,i ~wi where ~wi are vectors in Z
3
associated to the coordinatesXi of the toric variety. The corresponding Morse function is
∑
i nζ,i|Xi|
2.
This generates a U(1) action that takes Xi → λnζ,iXi. For a toric Calabi-Yau, all of the vectors ~wi
lie in a plane, distance 1 from the origin of Z3, i.e. ~wi have the form (∗, ∗, 1). Projecting the ~wi to
this plane, and choosing a triangulation, we get the toric diagram coresponding to the Calabi-Yau.
The vector ζ is the projection of
∑
i nζ,i ~wi to this plane. The graph Γ is the dual graph to the toric
diagram. It is then easy to see why a choice of generic ζ determines an orientation to the edges of Γ.
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Figure 16. The Morse flow, and induced orientations.
7.3 Sewing the Vertices
Next, let us explain the general features of cutting and gluing of the amplitudes. The
basic idea in [8] was to cut up a Calabi-Yau into C3 pieces by placing toric Lagrangian
brane/anti-brane pairs on the legs. With branes present, one is studying maps to
C3 with suitable boundary conditions. Canceling off the boundaries, by canceling off
brane/anti-brane pairs, one can recover the amplitudes of the Calabi-Yau. In this
way, by cutting and gluing, topological string amplitudes can be obtained from the C3
pieces – the topological vertices. One necessary condition for the gluing is that the S1
boundaries on the two pieces that we glue have to be oriented oppositely, to be able to
cancel. All these considerations are purely topological, so they should naturally extend
to the refined case.
Like in [8], we have kept track of the orientation of the boundary by the edge
arrows. Thus, naturally, we can only glue an incoming to an outgoing edge. Applying
this to the Calabi-Yau X , containing the P2, we get the following decomposition, see
figure (17).
Note that by design, this divides the Calabi-Yau into one of two different kinds of
vrtices, depending on whether they have one or two incoming edges. These are exactly
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Figure 17. The topological vertex formalism for the semi-local P2.
the vertex factors of the amplitude we derived for this geometry in the previous section,
using geometric transitions. In the case of X , this gives
vertices = CY1,R1,R′2 CY2,R3,R′1 CR′3,Y3,R2 CY ′1 ,0,0 CY ′2 ,0,0 C0,Y ′3 ,0
Next, we will explain the gluing factors. In the refined case, we cannot use
brane/anti-brane pairs for cutting and gluing, as this would break supersymmetry and
supersymmetry is crucial to be able to define the theory. In their place, we want to
use pairs of q branes, ending on opposite sides of the leg. We can think of the branes
pointing out of the page as q branes, while those pointing into the page as q¯ branes,
effectively. While the branes preserve the same supersymmetry, they have opposite
charge in homology – in the sense that they can pair up to make a Lagrangian of
topology T 2 × R that can be moved off to infinity [36, 50]. In terms of the trivalent
graphs of figures (14) and (15), this corresponds to gluing an incoming to an outgoing
leg where the framing arrows anti-align. In this case, the gluing simply corresponds
to multiplying the left with the right side and integrating. To see the effect to this,
consider, in a general setting, gluing two amplitudes Zq and Z ′q, where
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Zq(V ) =
∑
Q
ZqQ MQ(V
−1)/gQ (7.1)
corresponds the geometry on the left, with q-branes pointing out of the page, and
Z ′
q
(V ) =
∑
Q
Z ′q Q MQ(V )/gQ (7.2)
comes from the geometry on the right, with q branes pointing in to the page. Gluing
them together, corresponds to integrating Zq(V ) Zq(V ) with Macdonald measure.20
This gives
∑
Q Z
q
Q Z
′q
Q/gQ. We will write this, using g
QQ′ = δQQ′/gQ, as∑
QQ′
ZqQ g
QQ′ Z ′
q
Q′ (7.3)
Going back to the figure (17), it is easy to see that along all but one edge (the R1 edge),
the framing vectors are pointing in opposite directions – after adjusting framing, they
become anti-aligned– and we are gluing q to q¯ branes. Thus we have explained the gRR
′
factors in the equation (6.4).
This leaves us with explaining the edge labeled by R1. On this edge, framing
vectors can be made parallel, after adjusting framing.21 This means that we are gluing
a pair of branes both of which are pointing out of the paper. We cannot glue q-branes
to q-branes directly, as there is no way to cancel them out. Instead, we can simply
introduce a propagator: in this case an annulus two stacks of q¯ branes, i.e. q branes
both pointing into the page. Then, we can glue twice, in each case pairing the q branes
from the vertex with the q¯ branes of the propagator. We can think of the propagator
as a patch of Calabi-Yau of the topology of C∗×C2, whose toric diagram is a line. The
corresponding amplitude, Oqq¯(V, V˜ ) is given in (4.1) in section 4:
Oqq¯(V, V˜ ) =
∑
R,R′
(ig)RR
′
MR(V )MR′(V˜
−1)
To glue an (7.1) to an amplitude
20More precisely, to define the integral we first have to take a finite number # of branes, inte-
grate, and then take # to infinity. With # branes, setting the holonomies equal, and integrating
with Macdonald measure dq,tV = d
#V
∏
i6=j
∏∞
n=0
1−qnVi/Vj
1−qntVi/Vj
, we get the result. This is because as∫
dq,tVMR(V )MQ(V
−1) = GRδ
R
Q, where GR is the #-dependent Macdonald metric. Taking # to
infinity in the end, GR reduces to gR, and the result follows.
21Note that, while framing ambiguity of [8] does allow one to change the direction of the framing
vector, it does not allow us to change its orientation: change of framing preserves vi∧fi, per definition.
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Z ′
q¯
(V ) =
∑
Q
Z ′q¯ Q MQ(V
−1)/gQ (7.4)
corresponding to q¯-branes we multiply the three factors together Zq(V )Oqq¯(V, V˜ )Z ′
q¯(V˜ ),
and glue by integrating over
∫
dq,tV
∫
dq,tV˜ . This gives∑
QQ′
ZqQ (ig)
QQ′ Z ′
q¯
Q′. (7.5)
This is exactly the propagator on leg R1, up to the framing factor needed to make the
branes exactly parallel.22 Thus, we have explained all the elements of the topological
vertex computation in section 6.
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Oqt¯(V, V˜ ) =
∑
R
(−1)|R|MR(V )MˆRT (V˜
−1).
Integrating over
∫
dq,tV
∫
dt−1,q−1 V˜ gives∑
R
(−1)|R| ZqR Z
′t
RT (7.6)
This is just the gluing of the q-leg and the leg in [1]. Note that in the unrefined limit, when q = t the
branes become the topological anti-branes of q branes. Then, this is just the gluing of [8].
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A Definitions
Macdonald polynomials MY (U) = MY (U ; q, t) are defined as the unique basis of
symmetric functions in the eigenvalues U1, . . . , UN labeled by partitions (Young dia-
grams) Y = (Y1 ≥ Y2 ≥ . . .), that are orthogonal with respect to the Macdonald
integral scalar product
〈
f, g
〉
=
2π∫
0
dx1 . . . dxN ∆q,t f
(
eix1, . . . , eixN
)
g
(
e−ix1, . . . , e−ixN
)
(A.1)
where ∆q,t is the Macdonald measure
∆q,t =
β−1∏
m=0
∏
i 6=j
(
1− qmexi−xj
)
(A.2)
The orthogonality condition states
< MY ,MY ′ >= GY δY,Y ′ (A.3)
where the quantity GY is the quadratic norm w.r.t this product:
GY = G∅
∏
(i,j)∈Y
1− tY
T
j −iqYi−j+1
1− tY
T
j −i+1qYi−j
1− (t/q)tN−iqj
1− tN−iqj
(A.4)
where
G∅ = N !
β−1∏
m=0
∏
i<j
t
i−j
2 q
m
2 − t−
i−j
2 q−
m
2
t
i−j
2 q−
m
2 − t−
i−j
2 q
m
2
Just as any other symmetric polynomial, any Macdonald polynomial can be always
expressed as a function of the power sums pk = TrU
k = Uk1 + . . . + U
k
N . While this is
very convenient for calculational purposes, in physics-inspired contexts, such as refined
Chern-Simons or topological string calculations, it is more natural to use the holonomies
notation MR(U) = MR(U ; q, t).
Explicit expressions for Macdonald polynomials are often convenient for reference
and comparison. With our definitions, they have a form
M1(U) = s1(U), M2(U) = s2(U) +
q − t
1− tq
s11(U), M11(U) = s11(U)
M3(U) = s3(U) +
(q − t)(1 + q)
1− tq2
s21(U) +
(q − t)(q2 − t)
(1− tq)(1− tq2)
s111(U)
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M21(U) = s21(U) +
(q − t)(1 + t)
1− t2q
s111(U), M111(U) = s111(U)
where sR(U) = TrR(U) are the Schur polynomials. It can be shown that Macdonald
polynomials satisfy MY (U ; q, t) =MY (U ; q
−1, t−1).
Cauchy identity is an important sum rule, satisfied by Macdonald polynomials:
∑
Y
1
gY
MY (U)MY (V ) =
∞∏
n=0
det(1− qnU ⊗ V )
det(1− qntU ⊗ V )
=
∞∏
n=0
∏
i,j
1− qnUiVj
1− qntUiVj
(A.5)
Here
gY =
∏
(i,j)∈Y
1− tY
T
j −i+1qYi−j
1− tY
T
j −iqYi−j+1
(A.6)
is a normalization factor; note, that it corresponds to the large N limit of GY .
q,t duality is a property of Macdonald polynomials. Let MˆY (U) =MY (U ; t
−1, q−1).
Then
MˆY (p) ≡ MY (p)
∣∣∣
q↔t
=
1
gYT
MY T
(
pk = −
1− qk
1− tk
pk
)
(A.7)
implying that there is no preferred choice of q, t. Note, that it can be only formulated
if Macdonald polynomials are expressed as functions of the power sums pk = TrU
k.
The inversion. An important operation defined on the space of symmetric polyno-
mials is the inversion
if(p) = f
(
− p
)
(A.8)
Note that, just as in the previous case, the operation involves a transformation of the
variables pk, that cannot be simply expressed in terms of matrix variables U .
Dual Cauchy identity is another version of the Cauchy identity, that features the
dual (hatted) Macdonald polynomials:∑
Y
MˆY T (U)MY (V ) = det(1 + U ⊗ V ) (A.9)
It is a consequence of the original Cauchy identity and the q, t duality transformation.
Note, that the r.h.s. is independent of q, t; hence, also valid for Schur functions.
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Product coefficients, also known as Verlinde coefficients or generalized Little-
wood - Richardson coefficients, are the expansion coefficients of a product of two
Macdonald polynomials in the same basis:
MY1(U)MY2(U) =
∑
|Y3|=|Y1|+|Y2|
NY3Y1,Y2MY3(U) (A.10)
Skew Macdonald polynomials MY/R, labeled by two Young diagrams Y and R,
are a slight generalization of Macdonald polynomials, that arise in many applications,
in particular, in construction of the refined topological vertex. They are defined as the
following expansion coefficients:
MY (U, V ) =
∑
|R|≤|Y |
MY/R(U)MR(V ) (A.11)
Here the ”comma” notation means the concatenation of the two sets of eigenvalues,
(U, V ) = (U1, . . . , UN , V1, . . . , VM). In terms of power sums, this implies pk(U, V ) =
pk(U) + pk(V ). A straightforward calculation shows that skew Macdonald polynomials
are given by the following explicit sum, involving the product coefficients:
MY/R(U) =
∑
|A|=|Y |−|R|
NYA,R
gY
gAgR
MA(U) (A.12)
The shift factor v =
√
q/t is a convenient shorthand; this combination becomes 1 in
the Schur case q = t, and often appears in various contexts that involve generalization
from Schur to Macdonald theory.
B Analytic continuation of O-propagators
Proposition. Let Oqq¯ be defined for Vi > 1 by an infinite product
Oqq¯(t
ρqQ, V ) =
∞∏
n=0
∞∏
i=1
∏
j
1− qnt1/2−iqQiV −1j
1− qnt3/2−iqQiV −1j
Then, its analytic continuation to Vi < 1 is given by Oqq¯(v2t−ρq−Q, V −1).
Proof. The problem is to analytically continue
Oqq¯(t
ρqQ, V ) =
∞∏
n=0
∞∏
i=1
∏
j
1− qnt1/2−iqQiV −1j
1− qnt3/2−iqQiV −1j
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to V < 1, to be able to do a series expansion in positive powers of V . We do this in
two steps. First, if Q = ∅, then
Oqq¯(t
ρ, V ) =
∞∏
n=0
∞∏
i=1
∏
j
1− qnt1/2−iV −1j
1− qnt3/2−iV −1j
=
∏
j
∞∏
n=0
1
1− qnt1/2Vj
=
∏
j
Ψ
(
t1/2V −1j
)−1
where Ψ(x) =
∏
n(1− q
nx) is the special function known as quantum dilogarithm. The
analytic continuation of this special function from small to large x is well known:
Ψ(x) 7→ Ψ(qx−1)
Consequently,
Oqq¯(t
ρ, V ) 7→ Oqq¯(v
2t−ρ, V −1)
It is now easy to show thatOqq¯(tρqQ, V ) has the same analytic continuation, asOqq¯(tρ, V ):
Oqq¯(tρqQ, V )
Oqq¯(tρ, V )
=
∞∏
n=0
l(Q)∏
i=1
∏
j
1− qnt1/2−iqQiV −1j
1− qnt3/2−iqQiV −1j
1− qnt3/2−iV −1j
1− qnt1/2−iV −1j
(B.1)
=
∞∏
n=0
l(Q)∏
i=1
∏
j
1− q−nt−1/2+iq−QiV +1j
1− q−nt−3/2+iq−QiV +1j
1− q−nt−3/2+iV +1j
1− q−nt−1/2+iV +1j
(B.2)
=
Oqq¯(v2t−ρq−Q, V −1)
Oqq¯(v2t−ρ, V −1)
(B.3)
Hence, eq. (4.5)
Oqq¯(t
ρqQ, V ) 7→ Oqq¯(v
2t−ρqQ, V −1)
is valid. This completes the proof.
Proposition. Propagators Oqt and Oqq¯ are related by
Oqq¯(t
ρqQ, V ) = Oqt(q
−ρt−Q
T
, V )−1 (B.4)
Proof. We have
Oqt(q
−ρt−Q
T
, V )−1 =
∞∏
i=1
∏
j
1
1− v−1q−1/2+iq−Q
T
i V −1j
= exp
(
∞∑
k=1
v−k
k
pk
(
q−ρt−Q
T )
pk(V
−1)
)
Oqq¯(t
ρqQ, V ) =
∞∏
n=0
∞∏
i=1
∏
j
1− qnt1/2−iqQiV −1j
1− qnt3/2−iqQiV −1j
= exp
(
∞∑
k=1
−1
k
1− tk
1− qk
pk
(
tρqQ
)
pk(V
−1)
)
Relation (B.4) then follows from the elementary identity
pk
(
q−ρt−Q
T )
= −vk
1− tk
1− qk
pk
(
tρqQ
)
This completes the proof.
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Corollary. The analytic continuation ofOqt(tρqQ, V ) to Vi < 1 is given byOqt(v2t−ρq−Q, V −1).
C Derivation of the refined vertex
As we proved, the analytic continuation of the vertex amplitude has a form
C(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
Q3
MQ3(t
ρ)Oqq¯(v
2t−ρq−Q3, V −11 )Oqq(t
ρqQ3, V2)
×Oq,q
(
V1, V2
)
MQ3(V
−1
3 )/gQ3 (C.1)
Now we can expand it in Macdonald functions. For this, we use
Oqq(x, y) =
∏
i,α
∏
n
(1− qntxiy
−1
j )
(1− qnxiy
−1
j )
=
∑
R
MR(x)MR(y
−1)/gR
and
Oqq¯(x, y) =
∏
i,α
∏
n
(1− qnxiy
−1
j )
(1− qntxiy
−1
j )
=
∑
R
iMR(x)MR(y
−1)/gR
where the operation i is an involution that takes elementary symmetric functions pn(x)
to −pn(x). As a symmetric function, the Macdonald polynomials have expansion in
sums of powers of pn, so the involution on them is defined. This gives
C(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
A,B,R,Q3
MQ3(t
ρ)MQ3(V
−1
3 )/gQ3 v
2|A|iMA(t
−ρq−Q3)MA(V1)/gA ×
×MB(t
ρqQ3)MB(V
−1
2 )/gB MR(V1)MR(V
−1
2 )/gR (C.2)
To expand the topological vertex from this sum, we simply expand the products of
Macdonald polynomials into linear combination thereof, using the formulas
MA(V1)MR(V1) =
∑
Q1
NQ1A,RMQ1(V1)
MB(V
−1
2 )MR(V
−1
2 ) =
∑
Q2
NQ2B,RMQ2(V
−1
2 )
where N are the multiplication constants of Macdonald polynomials. This gives
C(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
Q1,Q2,Q3
v2|Q1| CQ1,Q2,Q3 iMQ1(V1)/gQ1MQ2(V
−1
2 )/gQ2MQ3(V
−1
3 )/gQ3
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with coefficients given by
CQ1,Q2,Q3 =
∑
A,B,R
v−2|R|
gR
gQ1gQ2
gAgB
NQ1A,R N
Q2
B,R MQ3(t
ρ) iMA(t
−ρq−Q3) MB(t
ρqQ3) (C.3)
After this is done, it is convenient to remove the intermediate sums over the indices A
and B, by summing them up with the help of formulas for skew Macdonald polynomials,
iMQ/R ≡
∑
B
NQB,R
gQ
gRgB
iMB
MQ/R ≡
∑
A
NQA,R
gQ
gRgA
MA
This gives
CQ1,Q2,Q3 =
∑
R
v−2|R| gR iMA/R(t
−ρq−Q3) MB/R(t
ρqQ3) MQ3(t
ρ) (C.4)
that is our final result.
D Comparison to the Iqbal-Kozcaz-Vafa vertex
In this section, we compare our vertex
CQ1,Q2,Q3 =
∑
R
v−2|R| gR iMQ1/R(t
−ρq−Q3) MQ2/R(t
ρqQ3) MQ3(t
ρ)
to the Iqbal-Kozcaz-Vafa vertex
CIKVQ1,Q2,Q3 =
∑
R
v−|R| sQT
1
/R(t
−ρq−Q3) sQ2/R(q
−ρt−Q
T
3 )MQ3(t
ρ)
As explained in section 4, these two vertices are simply the expansion coefficients of
one and the same vertex amplitude
C′(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
Q3
1
gQ3
MQ3(t
ρ)Oqt(v
2t−ρq−Q3, V −11 )Oqq¯(t
ρqQ3, V2)
×Oq,t
(
V1, V2
)
MQ3(V
−1
3 ) (D.1)
in two different bases.
Proposition I. Expanding the vertex amplitude C′(V1, V2, V3) in the basis of Mac-
donald functions, we get our vertex:
C′(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
Q1,Q2,Q3
v|Q1| CQ1,Q2,Q3 iMˆQT1 (V1)iMQ2(V
−1
2 )/gQ2MQ3(V
−1
3 )/gQ3
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Proof. The proof is a straightforward exercise: using the expansions
Oqt(v
2t−ρq−Q3, V −11 ) =
∑
A
v|A|iMA(t
−ρq−Q3 )ˆiMAT (V1)
Oq,t
(
V1, V2
)
=
∑
R
v−|R|ˆiMRT (V1)iMR(V
−1
2 )
Oqq¯(t
ρqQ3, V2) =
∑
B
1
gB
MB(t
ρqQ3)iMB(V
−1
2 )
multiplying the Macdonald polynomials
iˆMAT (V1)ˆiMY T (V1) =
∑
Q1
Nˆ
QT
1
AT ,RT
iˆMQT
1
(V1) =
=
∑
Q1
gQ1
gAgR
NQ1A,R iˆMQT1 (V1)
iMB(V
−1
2 )iMR(V
−1
2 ) =
∑
Q2
NQ2B,R iMQ2(V
−1
2 )
and converting the sums over auxillary partitions A,B to skew Macdonald polynomials
∑
A
NQ1A,R
v|A|
gA
iMA(t
−ρq−Q3) = v|Q1|−|R|
gR
gQ1
iMQ1/R(t
−ρq−Q3)
∑
B
NQ2B,R
1
gB
MB(t
ρqQ3) =
gR
gQ2
MQ2/R(t
ρqQ3)
we finally find
C′(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
Q1,Q2,Q3
v|Q1|
gQ3gQ2
CQ1,Q2,Q3(q, t) iMˆQT1 (V1)iMQ2(V
−1
2 )MQ3(V
−1
3 ).
where CQ1,Q2,Q3 is our vertex.
Proposition II. Expanding the vertex amplitude C′(V1, V2, V3) in the basis of Schur
functions, we get the IKV vertex:
C′(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
Q1,Q2,Q3
v|Q1|−|Q2| CIKVQ1,Q2,Q3 sQ1(V1)sQ2(V
−1
2 )MQ3(V
−1
3 )
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Proof. Completely similar. Using the expansions
Oqt(v
2t−ρq−Q3, V −11 ) =
∑
A
v|A|sA(t
−ρq−Q3)sAT (V1)
Oq,t
(
V1, V2
)
=
∑
R
v−|R|sRT (V1)sR(V
−1
2 )
Oqq¯(t
ρqQ3, V2) = Oqt(q
−ρt−Q
T
3 , V2)
−1 =
∑
B
v−|B|sB(q
−ρt−Q
T
3 )sB(V
−1
2 )
multiplying the Schur polynomials
sAT (V1)sRT (V1) =
∑
Q1
N˜Q1
AT ,RT
sQ1(V1) =
=
∑
Q1
N˜
QT
1
A,R sQ1(V1)
sB(V
−1
2 )sR(V
−1
2 ) =
∑
Q2
N˜Q2B,R sQ2(V
−1
2 )
and converting the sums over auxillary partitions A,B to skew Schur polynomials∑
A
v|A| N˜
QT1
A,R sA(t
−ρq−Q3) = v|Q1|−|R| sQT
1
/R(t
−ρq−Q3)
∑
B
v−|B| NQ2B,R sB(q
−ρt−Q
T
3 ) = v−|Q2|+|R| sQ2/R(q
−ρt−Q
T
3 )
we finally find
C′(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
Q1,Q2,Q3
v|Q1|−|Q2| CIKVQ1,Q2,Q3 sQ1(V1)sQ2(V
−1
2 )sQ3(V
−1
3 ).
where CIKVQ1,Q2,Q3 is the Iqbal-Kozcaz-Vafa vertex.
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